
How laughter and crying reflect emotions 

This project was carried out in Kiiminki Senior High School in December 2022. The objective 

was to present my students as social commentators. The students were given a broad topic 

concerning the ways in which laughter and crying reflect emotions and they were to turn in 

their effort in electronic form. The students were told their joint effort would be exhibited at 

school as well as published online. This piece of information apparently upped the ante as 

for the quality of the students’ work. In class the students subjected their work to peer 

evaluation before submitting their presentations. The objective with this was to make the 

student aware of their own role as the most important critic of their work – relying on the 

teacher providing assessment till the cows come home known to be a fiction – as well as 

familiarising the student with the criteria used in assessing compositions. The project was a 

success as the students clearly wanted to put their best foot forward knowing their effort 

would be made public. The English you find below is unedited yet showcases our students as 

keen social observers. Enjoy The Voice of Young Finland! 
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How laughter and crying reflect emotions 
What are emotions?  

Emotions are complex psychological and physiological experiences associated with feelings, thoughts, and behaviors. They are a natural, important part of 

being human and can play a significant role in how we think, feel, and behave. Humans can experience many different emotions, including positive ones 

such as happiness and love as well as negative ones such as anger, fear, and sadness. Emotions can be set off by external events, like meeting a friend or 

watching a scary movie, or by internal thoughts and beliefs. Emotions can affect how we perceive and interact with the world around us. If we are feeling 

happy, we may be more likely to approach and engage with others. If we are feeling angry or fearful, we are more likely to avoid or withdraw from social 

situations. Emotions can also have physical consequences. Feelings of happiness and joy can lead to an increase in heart rate and blood pressure, while 

feelings of fear and anxiety can lead to a decrease in them. Understanding emotions can be an important part of improving mental health and well-being.  

 What are laughter and crying?  

Laughter and crying are two natural human expressions to reflect and communicate emotions. Laughter correlates with positive emotions, while crying 

does with negative ones. All cultures have laughter as a universal human behavior. It's considered a natural response to something amusing. When we 

laugh, our bodies release endorphins. They are chemicals that help improve our mood and make us feel happier. Laughter can also be a way of relieving 

tension and stress. It can help build strong social bonds and improve communication with others. Crying is a natural response to negative emotions. It is 

often associated with sadness and grief. When we cry, our bodies release chemicals called cytokines. They help reduce stress and improve our mood. 

Crying can also be a way of expressing and releasing emotions that may be difficult to put into words. Laughter and crying are important expressions of 

emotion, helping us communicate and connect with others and allowing us to share our feelings and experiences. They can also help bring people together 

and build stronger relationships.   

Approaches to crying and laughing  

There are many different approaches to laughing and crying. The way individuals express these emotions can vary from one person to another. Some may 

be more prone to laughter, finding it easier to laugh in a variety of situations. Others may be more reserved and unlikely to laugh in the same 

circumstances. Different people may also be more prone to crying, finding it easier to express their emotions through tears. Others may be more 

restrained and may not cry as soon as others. One approach to laughing and crying is trying to express these emotions. So don't suppress them. This can be 

an effective way of expressing and releasing emotions. It can help improve communication with others and build stronger relationships. Another approach 



to these feelings is trying to regulate and control them. This comes in handy in situations where it may be inappropriate to express them. Do not laugh at a 

funeral or cry at a birthday party. At a wedding or a stand-up comedy show, feel free to combine the two. For example, it may be important to control 

one's emotions in a work setting or a public place. Coping strategies include taking deep breaths or, for some, counting to ten. An effective approach will 

depend on the individual and the situation. It's important to find a balance and the proper way to express emotions in different contexts.  

Why do we laugh and cry?  

It is a reaction to specific interior or exterior stimuli. Being tickled, as well as having humorous stories or thoughts, can make people laugh. It is often 

believed to be the auditory expression of happy or positive emotions. Opposing emotions like embarrassment or confusion can result in nervousness or 

polite laughter. While some people only cry during ecstatic or despairful moments, others cry easier. Sometimes we even cry without being able to control 

it. But what’s the reason behind this? What causes some people to cry more than others? Is there any way to control it? When a baby is born, its first cry is 

loud. Babies and young children cry a lot because it alerts parents to their distress. A baby's crying is their only form of communication.  

How do these go hand in hand? Are there any advantages to them? 

Let's learn about the advantages of both and how they coexist in some circumstances! Emotional control is not always conscious. We sometimes struggle 

to explain this intriguing process. Have you ever met or seen someone cry with laughter? Being an expression of joy while using tears to express sadness 

seems conflicting. There are a few theories, but still, scientists don’t understand completely why we cry when we laugh too hard. Emotional benefits come 

from laughing as well as crying. Biology-speaking, when we cry, our eyes make different tears than at other times. They release endorphins and other 

mood-regulating hormones in response to stress. People often claim to feel relieved after crying because of this. Like other feel-good activities, laughter 

lowers stress hormones and releases endorphins.  

And this way, they reflect the full range of emotions and help us better understand and relate to one another.  

 

 NN 
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There are many ways we can interpret different kinds of laughter; it’s just something in our nature that finds and picks apart the slightest oddity and the 

twinge of mockery from the otherwise joyful sound of laughter.  

 

  Researchers have conducted studies that found that we can reliably tell the difference between pairs of friends laughing and pairs of strangers entirely 

based on acoustic changes. As well as the status of friendship, we can usually tell what one’s intentions are based on their laugh, most often, we laugh 

because we saw or heard something funny, and it awakened a bit of a chuckle. Still you can also laugh out of pity and disgust. Most of the time, we can tell 

the difference between the two from body language, but there’s this thing called passive aggressiveness; It’s when you say something mean with a smile 

on your face, it bamboozles many into thinking you are friendly and perhaps didn’t mean to insult you. On top of laughter being able to express almost 

every emotion, it can also be a stress reaction. How great is that? 

  Laughter may have evolved as a signal of play, these shared positive experiences most likely deepened positive bonds, which became vital as the 

communities grew larger and relationships became more meaningful to survival. 

 Recent studies show that we are 30 times more likely to laugh in a group than when we’re by ourselves; laughter practically disappears when we’re alone. 

It supports the theory that laughter is inherently a social behaviour- Still, laughter’s purpose as a form of communication remains unknown. 

Unlike laughing, crying is a uniquely human behaviour; no other species in the world shares the ability to shed emotional tears; they can only release tears 

to lubricate their eyes. 

There are several theories surrounding emotional tears and why they have evolved only in humans, but most of the research is incomplete. Many 

evolutionary scientists believe that emotional tear shedding developed as a visual and often an auditory signal to others that you require help and 

comforting. Several other animals, especially mammals, have distress calls, they most likely have the same purpose as crying. Oftentimes they’re only 

reserved for their young and don’t include any liquids spilling from their eyes.  

 Researchers think that crying works as a self-soother. It releases endogenous opioids, also known as endorphins or happy hormones, which improve your 

sense of well-being and can ease emotional and physical pain. In addition to pain relief, your cortisol (stress hormone) levels lower. As you may have 

gathered, crying works as a stress reliever and soothes the mind, which is why you feel so calm after bawling your eyes out.  

There are various reasons for shedding tears, including but not limited to happiness, sadness and anger. The urge to cry seems to have something to do 

with extreme emotions; the stress caused by an overwhelming situation, whether it be happy or sad, is likely to make you shed a couple of tears. Experts 

speculate crying is the body’s way to recover from experiencing powerful emotions. 

There are numerous emotions behind our behaviours, many of which remain mysterious.  

Perhaps we shall never know the true reasons for laughing and crying or why they came to be, but they’ll always be there, and we can only do our best to 

try and understand them. NN 



What is it like to cry, is it always sad? Is laughing always so funny? There are many different situations in life where you laugh or cry and sometimes even do both at the same 

time. With different emotions, there must be a way to show them. Crying and laughing are possible ways to do that. 

Crying is part of sadness, but is sadness part of crying?  What if crying is a feeling on its own? Although crying is often associated with a sad state of mind, it does not always 

mean that someone is sad. Crying can often be uncontrollable. It may often be characteristically accompanied by different vocalizations or facial expressions. Crying is also 

not always related to any emotion, but sometimes to an external stimulus such as irritated eyes while cutting onion. Let’s discuss crying from the perspective of emotions. 

Interestingly, crying is normal in many situations. Tears can be shed, for example, during an emotional movie or when feeling sadness, disappointment, anger, intense pain 

or even when experiencing great moments of joy. So not all tears are limited to just one emotion. Crying can be a stress-relieving reaction in a person, and after crying the 

body has often calmed down or started to do so. A healthy baby’s first expression of emotion is crying. Crying may even take over the whole body. Some people cry more 

easily than others. In many cases crying is considered as something that should be avoided, and it is thought that in a sad situation it leads deeper and deeper into despair. 

There is a stereotype that a real man does not cry, but that is not true at all. In reality, crying does not often lead to greater despair, but rather does the opposite. It helps and 

soothes emotions. Think of a small child whose toy is taken away. At first, the child may wonder about this unfair act and show his feelings by crying. After a while, however, 

the child calms down and finds something new to do. 

Laughing on the other hand is often associated with something hilarious or funny. For example, usually when you see a funny video or hear something funny like a joke, you 

might laugh. Different people are more or less sensitive to laughter. Laughter is a social thing. It’s a way to interact. When someone else laughs, it is common for others to 

start laughing too. The saying "laughter is contagious" is often used to describe that. The more original and real the laughter sounds, the easier it is to catch as well. 

Everyone's laugh is unique. Someone’s laugh may sound like a crow while some other’s laugh is very refined and restrained. Good laughs are recognized when you can't 

even breathe under the laughter. Laughter is usually a healthy way to express emotions. Laughter is almost always funny and good laughs are often remembered for a long 

time. A sudden laughter in a group, such as a group of friends, may seem very strange to an outsider, when the reason for the laughter might be an inside joke. Laughter can 

be fed by other funny things said or seen during it. However, laughing is not always a result of something funny. It may also be associated with physical contact, such as 

tickling, or even shock although the cause of the shock is in no way funny or amusing. 

Life is full of various emotions that include crying and laughter. Both are great ways to express emotions and they help us to engage in social situations. Both crying and 

laughter can, however, be signs of various emotions or results of different reactions. So next time you see someone crying or laughing, think of the other possible reasons 

for the situation than just the first one that comes into your mind. NN 

 

 

 



Why on earth does a human body start to create liquid from the eyes when we burst into tears? Not to mention the 

comical noise coming from our mouth when we find something hilarious. Laughter and crying are in a significant 

role in our emotions. Without them it would be hard to tell whether someone is feeling miserable or happy. In this 

essay I will discuss about how do laughter and crying reflect emotions from my point of view. 

As a newborn you couldn’t talk so you had to show your emotions in other ways. Crying could tell your parents that 

something is wrong and they tried to make you feel better. Giving your mother a little smirk would make her feel 

peace and joy. It is essential that we learn how to express our emotions at such a young age. People who try to hide 

their emotions will most likely to be socially excluded from other people.  

It is often said that laughing is always a sign of happiness. There’s no better feeling than laughing your head off. 

After a good laugh you feel way more relaxed and your stress hormones would have decreased. It has been proven 

that laughter also helps you release anger and forgive sooner. Another thing to bear in mind is that some people 

can cover their sadness by laughing. Making sarcastic jokes of serious things can be someone’s way to deal with 

hard stuff.  

Although laughter is good for you, it is extraordinarily important to let the tears fall down your cheeks when it’s 

needed. Hiding your sadness can give you major anxiety and anger. From my own experience I can admit that it 

feels like you are inside of a balloon filled with negative thoughts. You just have to pop the balloon and let the tears 

come out. After crying it feels like you’re free from all your worries. Another point worth noting is that daily crying 

might be a sign of depression. Instant crying exhausts your body and mental well-being. If you notice this happening 

then it’s time to ask for help.  

In conclusion, if you cried or laughed while reading my essay remember it’s always okay to express your emotions.  

NN 



 

Laughter and crying are two different emotional responses. While laughter is typically associated with happiness 

and joy, crying is often seen as a sign of sadness. They are often thought of as being opposite in nature, but they are 

more closely connected than many people think. Both laughter and crying are expressions of strong emotions, and 

both of them are part of our lives in ups and downs. 

Laughter is a natural response to humor, and it can also be a way to cope with stress. Laughter is often triggered by 

something funny or amusing. It is contagious and can quickly spread through a group of people, creating a sense of 

connection. Laughing helps to release tension and reduce negative emotions. 

Crying, on the other hand, is often seen as a negative emotion and is linked with sadness, pain and loss. It is a way 

for people to express their emotions and cope with difficult situations.  Crying can also be a way of seeking comfort 

and support from others. 

Crying and laughing are closely related. They allow us to express a range of emotions and can have a significant 

impact on our physical and emotional well-being. We may laugh to cover up our sadness, and we may cry in 

response to something humorous. This shows that our emotions are complex, and that we can experience a range 

of emotions at the same time. Whether we are laughing with friends or crying over a difficult situation, these 

emotions play an important role in our lives. 

 Overall, laughter and crying are both important forms of emotional expressions that can help us to communicate 

and cope with our feelings. Both of them can be healthy and necessary responses to the challenges and experiences 

we face in life. NN 

  



Have you ever laughed that much that your stomach hurts? Or have you cried like a waterfall? Or maybe even laughed that much 

that tears come out of your eyes? Laughing and crying are both good for our mental health and they are simple ways to show people 

how we are feeling. Usually when you hear someone laughing you think that they have seen a good meme, or they have heard a 

side-splitting joke. So, if someone laughs at the funeral, I assuage that you think they are a bit out of their head. However, things are 

not as black and white as they seem to be. Sometimes people are confused with their emotions, and they really don’t know how to 

show their feelings. Also, laughing can be a coping mechanism for some people in serious situations. And when you laugh it’s hard to 

feel anxious, angry or sad. Although laughing is one of the realest things you could do, it can also be fake. When you hear a bad joke, 

it is actually polite to laugh because the one who tells the joke might feel embarrassed if no one laughs.  

When you cut onions, tears will come out of your eyes but are the tears emotional tears? 99.9% I bet that they are not. It’s 

important to notice that there are different kinds of tears. Basal tears are in your eyes all the time. Their job is lubricate and protect 

your eyes. In addition, there are emotional tears. They come when you overcome an emotion, so when we are feeling extremely 

happy or just sad, we can feel them rolling down. Last but not least there are reflex tears. Their job is to wash away the irritants like 

smoke and onion fumes which I mentioned before. Emotional crying is usually combined with negative emotion but when the bride 

is choosing the wedding dress and finally finds the perfect one, she doesn’t cry because she hates it or feels ugly in it. She is relieved 

that she finally found what she was looking for.  

Finnish people don’t show many emotions compared with Americans, for example. We like to keep our emotions inside, especially 

when it comes to crying. In Finland, crying in public is understandable when Finns win some sports competition for example Ice 

hockey World Championship. So, if something like this happens, and you see few tears running through Finn's face, don’t get 

traumatized. Laughing is more natural for us, but we don’t smile a lot, which can be a bit confusing.  

As I said in the beginning, crying and laughing are good ways to show how we feel. It’s also a great way to connect with other people. 

When you travel abroad, and you don’t share the same language with the other people in the country, smiling and laughing are great 

ways to show that you are a nice and polite person. In summary laughing and crying connect people. NN 

 



Laughter and crying are based on emotions. They can be reactions to multiple sensations, such as joy, which often makes people 

laugh, or the first emotion that comes to mind when thinking about crying, sadness. Crying can also reflect anger, shock, fear or even 

happiness. When it comes to laughing, it might reflect amusement, excitement, relief, or other possible feelings. It is not simple at 

all, which actions follow which emotions. Crying might be caused by the need to release negative feelings or because you are too 

overwhelmed to do anything else. Laughing could be because you want to embrace your happiness, or because you cannot keep it 

inside how much you are enjoying something. 

To make it even more complicated, these reflections to emotions can appear at the same time, when you are laughing so hard that 

you start crying. Everyone should experience this feeling at least once, it is a hilarious situation, even more amusing when you’re 

with your friends. It can end up in sobbing or almost dying in laughter. Crying is also used when reflecting to laughing sometimes, as 

an example when you send a funny text to a friend, and they respond “I’m crying” they probably mean that they are laughing very 

hard at the text you sent. 

People react to things differently, when in a stressful and horrifying position some people cry and some might laugh, because it is 

their way of acknowledging the situation. Some can even go emotionless, so you cannot really tell what is on their mind, which is 

why it is important to communicate and talk about our feelings. Nobody should be treated or talked about differently just because 

they react to something some other way than most people. But there are exceptions in everything, you should be concerned if 

someone starts laughing when in a very serious situation, such as funeral or hearing someone talk about their problems.  

These actions are a simple way to help communicate with people and understand each other. It is much easier to talk with people 

when you can see from their face what is on their mind, or at least what they are feeling. Of course, there are people, who are 

extremely hard to read, and some are like an open book. It would be very complicated to talk without it being awkward if everyone 

would be completely serious on the outside, not a laugh, not a tear, nothing. NN 

 

 



Some may find me dense or even stupid for not understanding emotions. To that, I ask what do tears and laughter 

tell us? They can be interpreted as happiness or sorrow, grief or joy. That is how you would explain it on surface level. 

They have so much unknown depth. So, in this work, I am going to shoot my shot at trying to untangle the complexity 

of human emotions.  

Everyone feels differently. I might sometimes laugh at myself when I stumble on the road even if I actually feel 

embarrassed. I might also cry at a funeral, not for the person who died, but for the person who was left alone to fend 

for themselves. Sometimes I find myself laughing when people get hurt, which would usually make a person feel 

worse than better. I might even burst into tears from being frustrated.  

In other words, emotions have a way of being confusing. For example, I could ask why people cry at wedding 

ceremonies, or why some laugh when something awkward happens to them. So, certain ways of expressing emotion 

don’t always mean the same thing? Nope! They might not. But that’s what makes them so interesting. Cultural 

differences should also be kept in mind when dealing with people. Within some countries in East Asia, it is mostly 

regarded as disrespectful to maintain excessive eye contact with someone. In fact, even showing a lot of emotion can 

also be uncomfortable for the other. But differences should be welcomed, not shunned.  

To pull this all together, I still do not fully understand emotions. I can’t wrap my head around why I laugh at my own 

embarrassment. But in a way, I feel it’s become clearer to me while writing this. Nonetheless, I thoroughly hope that 

someone finds this insightful or even entertaining. Thank you for reading.  NN 

 

 

 



As humans, we all share a life full of different kinds of situations. Feelings make these situations even better, or even worse 

than the situation actually is. Laughing and crying are two emotions that are familiar to everyone. 

Even though laughing is mostly tied with happiness and crying with sadness, we can’t really say that these feelings are the 

exact opposites. For example, Argentinian football players have cried today after they won the world cup, but they weren’t 

sad because of the win. They were just so happy about the win that they cried. They really didn’t laugh that much, mostly 

cried and smiled. It was a important match for them, because they haven’t won a world cup since 1986. Because of the 

thousands of hours worth of training, and finally getting something that they have dreamed of, the emotions are strong. 

Therefore, it is understandable that a lot of the players were crying when celebrating the win. 

On the other hand, players of the losing team, France, were also crying. And yes, they broke down because of the sad 

emotions they had. They had also trained a lot for this particular moment, but they failed to reach the things needed for the 

win. France also had a lot of young players and new talents that wanted to show their best in the tournament. Passion is 

always a good thing, but when thing in sport don’t go as wanted, it all feels like a failure. Failure is a thing that will haunt 

you for a while, and it doesn’t feel good. That is the reason why the players broke down. 

Laughing and crying are also normal emotions, so it is ok to sob or chuckle when you feel like it. You do not need a special 

occasion to express your emotions, after all we all are just human beings. Laughing is arguably a need for us as humans, and 

without it our lives would be too boring to  live. Even though there may be a stigma about crying, it really is ok and you 

shouldn’t hide it. In my opinion, the stigma is more around crying men and mental health of men, but at least I would rather 

have my friend crying on my shoulder than go to the hospital to visit him because he hid his feelings. But it really doesn’t 

matter if you are a man or a woman, you should express your feelings. Hiding them will make your life harder and worse. 

NN 

 



We all laugh sometimes and cry sometimes. Laughter and crying are two basic emotions, which we all will face at some 

point in our lives. But in what kind of situations do you laugh or cry? What is the best emotion to show in each situation? 

These are some common questions that people may wonder about. Now we are going to have a look at these questions and 

generally think about laughter and crying! 

First we are going to have a look at laughing and laughter as an emotion. There are many different situations where you can 

laugh. For example when someone tells a funny joke or you are having fun with your friends. There are also situations 

where you shouldn’t laugh, but you do anyway. That’s called “the pleasure of harm” and it means that if someone gets hurt, 

you laugh. Please don’t do that to anyone because it’s not nice! Now I’m going to tell you a few of my own experiences 

about laughing. I laugh everyday, sometimes more and sometimes less. The most common people that make me laugh are 

especially my friends and my family. With my friends I’m always having fun and I laugh a lot. We have done some things in 

the past that still make me laugh.  

Because I laugh a lot, I have lots of positive energy. Studies have suggested that laughter removes negative energy from 

your body and improves your concentration. It also helps the pain go away and lowers your stress. So, it’s a good thing to 

have fun and laugh. Did you know that laughter is a really wide concept? Well, now you know. Some different ways to laugh 

are: chuckle, giggle and roar. Chuckling and giggling are both quiet ways to laugh. Roaring is quite the opposite, it means 

that someone is laughing loudly. Smile, beam and grin are also considered as a ways to laugh. You beam when you smile 

very happily and grin when your smile is very wide.  



Now we are going to have a look at crying as an emotion. The same goes with crying; there are many situations where you 

can cry. Some common situations, where most people might cry are: if you are going through a break up, you are being 

bullied or you have lost someone very important to you. I have lost pets and that has been hard to me, but nowadays I’m 

fine with it. With time your body and brains accept the things that have happened in your past and it gets easier for you to 

accept these things as well.  

As you may know, crying is usually a way to show how you feel and express negative feelings. But did you know, that crying 

improves your mental health? Crying helps to avoid stress and improves your relationships with other people. It also 

relieves excitement and anxiety. Crying isn’t always about negative feelings, it can also be about positive feelings. This can 

be explained by the fact that, if someone is very happy, it’s normal to cry. That’s because you are really happy and you can’t 

hold back tears anymore. It’s called “tears of joy”. 

These two emotions that we had a look at in this article are two very important emotions for us people. What would we do 

without laughter and crying? That’s very good question, but I’m pretty sure that our lives would be so much more boring. 

Remember that laughter and crying are normal things and everyone will face them at some point in their lives. And just so 

you know, crying is normal and you shouldn’t hold back tears, because crying is also a sign of strong person. Be yourself, 

laugh and cry, because without these emotions you wouldn’t never truly express yourself! NN 

 

 



 

“What are you laughing at?” My friend asked me. I wasn’t sure if I knew it either. I just couldn’t stop any more. Just a 

moment ago, when my friend had asked if I was done writing the questions for our school project, I had answered: 

“That’s a good question.” My other teammate had begun to chuckle, and then we had all cracked up. 

Laughter and crying are the most humane ways of reflecting one’s emotions. If you would ask a person shopping on 

a market: “What emotions do laughter and crying express?” The answer would often be that laughter implies joy 

and crying means that the person is sad. That sure is what laughing and crying mean but the range of emotions they 

might express is still a lot wider. 

Let’s take laughter for example. Laughter can imply a whole lot of things. Usually, people laugh in a group since 

laughing with others shows that they belong to that group. It relieves stress and makes other people feel 

comfortable. However, sometimes there might not be actual joy behind the laughter. People may laugh because 

they are nervous or because they want to flatter somebody. 

Now, crying is often connected to negative emotions. It is true that one cries when they have been under heavy 

mental stress or if they have lost something important. Still, crying itself is not bad. It is a healthy way of overcoming 

a tragedy which could be someone’s death or the consequence of a long-term bullying. Also, have you heard of 

crying for joy? 

Since crying and laughter can express a variety of emotions, what emotions they reflect depends on the situation. 

Maintaining mental health requires laughing and crying lightens the burden of worries. Used this way, they are both 

invaluable human features. NN 



 

Laughter and crying are both universal expressions that show how we react to certain things. When you tell a joke, you don’t expect 

people to burst into tears, but to smile or laugh. However, laughter isn’t always a way to express happiness. It can also be linked to 

multiple different emotions. 

When you compare a joyful person giggling at a joke to a person who is laughing because they are insane, they look very different in 

your head. This is because their facial expressions tend to be totally unalike. When someone’s laughing in a maniac state, they can 

have their eyes wide open but still look dead inside. This is very different compared to someone laughing out of joy. Their eyes are 

full of life and instead of an unsettling grin, their smile matches the energy of the person’s eyes. Expressing laughter at inappropriate 

situations can also be related to being insane. 

Crying is often linked to being upset, although crying out of happiness is also recognized as normal. For example, when friends or 

family members are reunited after a long time of not seeing each other, it’s not treated as unusual if someone starts to sob over it. 

Social cues can be used to determine if someone is crying out of happiness or sadness. Chuckling a little and smiling while shedding 

tears of joy is a way to let everyone know you’re not upset over anything. 

Crying is mostly related to being sad. Some people are more open when they are upset than others. For example, they might wail 

loudly or show that they are upset with their tone of voice. It’s better to express yourself being unhappy than bottling your emotions 

up. When you bottle your emotions up, it can lead to unhealthy coping mechanisms such as drinking, doing drugs or harming 

yourself because it helps you escape your emotions. It can lead to depression, which can come with other mental illnesses. 

Some people think that men and women should show their emotions differently. Some might say it’s feminine to express sadness or 

even happiness. It seems that society believes that crying is forbidden from men. At the end, there’s nothing feminine or masculine 

about crying, because it’s a normal way to express how you feel. 

In conclusion, emotions and expressing them is normal for everyone. When we are born, we instantly start crying to show how we 

feel. It shouldn’t be prohibited for anyone to express their emotions. NN 

 



We all behave in different ways and that makes us unique. The thing that makes someone cry might make you laugh. This is a good 

sign that we are all different, and we may react differently to the same thing.  

Laughing is a strong way to express our feelings. As we know, guys laugh if someone tells a mind-boggling joke, but laughter can also 

be a bad thing. It’s a big stereotype that when someone laughs, he is happy. But laughter can be mean. Some people use laughter to 

bully. Laughing can be the worst thing to do in some situations. It’s so rude, when people giggle when someone fails. People should 

wonder how they would feel if their mistakes were laughed at. One example of this is when you drop your plate in the school 

cafeteria, many people start laughing in your face and clapping. I hate it when this happens to me.  

Have you noticed that when you’re around different people, different things are fun? If your best friend tells you a terrible joke, it 

might make you laugh anyway and if your dad tells you the same joke, you probably won’t laugh at it. It’s ridiculous how your best 

friends can make you chuckle without saying a word. Sometimes it’s just eye contact. 

You should never trust that people’s facial expressions tell you their real feelings. Even if someone smiles from ear to ear, it doesn’t 

always mean that he is feeling good. In reality, he might be crushed by sorrow. It’s vital to recognize others’ mood and be 

empathetic, so we can give support to those who need it. 

Have you ever cried for happiness? I have. I remember when Finland won ice hockey world championship. Then I almost cried for 

happiness, because I’m a huge ice hockey fan. Crying isn’t just a sign of sorrow. If you have been to a wedding, you have probably 

seen many people weeping even though it’s a happy event.  

Crying is good for you whether you cry for sorrow or happiness. Crying relieves stress and anxiety. After crying, you feel better, and 

you are ready to face new challenges. So, it’s all right to bawl sometimes. 

As I mentioned earlier, laughter and crying are strong ways to express feelings. It’s natural to cry and laugh. Remember to ask people 

around you how they are doing. Sometimes they need that little question, and you can make their day better. :)  NN 

 



Laughter is generally associated with happy emotions such as joy, gratitude, satisfaction, happiness and 

plenty of other positive emotions.  Warm happy feeling can rise a smile on your face. Laughing is 

usually contagious, so hearing someone laugh, can make you happy or even make you laugh. 

Sometimes you laugh when it isn’t funny or try to hold it in when you are not supposed to laugh.  

What if the laugh doesn’t come from a warm feeling on the inside but as a reflection of the pain hidden 

in you. You are too numb to shed a tear, too suffocated to make a sound, so you just laugh to ease the 

pain. Maybe it is a way to hide your feelings from others or to convince yourself you are alright.  

Your vision gets blurry, you feel your eyes get heavier, you close them and feel the tears flow down 

your face. Crying is often caused by strong unpleasant emotion, anger or frustration.  Crying also 

connects people and makes them feel closer to each other emotionally. It easily evokes empathy and 

compassion in another. Strong emotions can cause your eyes to tear up whether they are happy or sad 

feelings. 

Crying is considered as a response to negative feelings. What about happy tears? They come with joy, 

happiness, hope, love etc. or some emotionally significant event such the birth of a child. Sometimes 

you experience emotions so intense that they become unmanageable. So you simply just don’t know 

how to handle these feelings. Difficulty managing emotions can sometimes have negative 

consequences. So, in a way crying, whether they are happy or sad tears, can help balance extreme 

emotions. Bottling up your emotions is not good for anyone, it is good to let go sometimes and show 

how you feel. NN 



Each of us has laughed and cried sometimes. Everyone must also know that laughter is linked with joy and 

positive emotions and crying is linked with sorrow. In addition, a lot of people also think that laughter is a 

good thing and crying is a bad thing. Is that the truth? Could crying also describe joy and laughter as some 

other feeling? 

When a person laughs, it is usually assumed that he is happy. However, there are many kinds of laughter, and 

it can describe many other feelings. For example, some people who are uncomfortable or do something 

embarrassing can cause giggles or cackles depending on the person. Often also seeing a funny video, picture, 

action or just something can cause a great deal of cackles. After all, laughter mainly describes fun, happiness 

and joy. 

Crying is the opposite of laughter and usually a crying person is supposed to be sad. Yet, crying can reflect joy 

and happiness in the same way as laughter. For instance, the event of something expected or surprising such 

as a gift, the birth of a child, seeing an important person can cause crying of happiness. Also pain, anger and 

pent-up emotions can cause weep. However, the most common cause of weep is sorrow, which is usually 

caused by failure, death, missing something, loss, bullying, discrimination, violence and so many other things. 

Mostly crying is a reflection of sorrow, sadness, anxiety, and other negative feelings. 

In short, laughing and crying are the most common and easiest ways to express emotions. On top of that 

there are many kinds of laughter and crying, and they both can describe positive and negative emotions but 

in their own ways. Anyway, crying still describes more positive emotions than laughter describes negative 

ones. Both reflections of emotions are normal and different for every person.  NN 



Laughter and crying can reflect many emotions. Everyone laughs and cries sometimes in their life and 

you have cried and laughed since you were born. These are common emotions and showing them and 

not being ashamed of them makes us who we are because everyone laughs and cries their own way. It 

makes you you and makes you different. Laughter is often connected to happiness. Usually we laugh 

because something is funny. I bet everyone has chuckled because they are thinking about something 

funny and if you do that somewhere for example in a classroom the laughter can be caught by 

someone else who doesn’t even know why you are laughing for. But that’s what they say laughter is 

contagious. There is also a mean side of laughter. You can laugh when someone fails or even gets hurt 

but that’s really mean and I would not recommend that.  

In my opinion crying is more complicated and can reflect more emotions than laughter. If someone 

cries many people will often think he/she is sad. But you can laugh because you are happy too. 

Someone can burst out crying because they are truly happy about something. For example if you win 

something what is valuable to you and it means a lot. But of course people cry a lot more when they 

are sad or horrified or really scared. Many people are ashamed to cry but there is nothing to ashamed 

of. If you want to cry it can be more helpful to let it out than keep it inside you. You can also start 

crying when you feel pain and I mean physical pain you can even start to wail if it hurts extremely 

much. You can even laugh and cry at the same time. That happens when it’s late at night and you are 

very tired then your friend says something funny and you guys start howling so much that you will start 

crying, that’s when you truly feel alive.  NN 



Laughter reflect emotions like joy and happiness. It is easy to know when people are happy when they laugh 

because laughing is way to show happiness. When other person laughs it makes you usually laugh as well.  

jokes can be funny then they make people laugh, but bad jokes creates just dead silence in the room. Stand 

up comedians can really make you laugh and it’s good laughing. 

Sometimes laughing can be bad if someone laughs when somebody makes a mistake. That dosen’t make 

anyone happy it’s just annoying. Usually people takes it as a bad behaviour.  

Crying is opposite of laughing. When someone is upset or depressed it can reflect as crying. At the funerals 

you can see many people crying because someone has died from your family or friends. Young people can 

feel depressed due to pressure from school or issues at home then it can be shown by crying.  

 But you can also cry for happiness. You can cry for happiness for example when you win from the lottery or 

you win world cup. When you laugh and cry at the same time you can feel overjoyed. That happens quite 

rarely. 

Laughter and crying are not emotions because those are ways to show your emotions for other people. 

Everyone shows emotions differently someone shows those way more openly than others. Usually extroverts 

are those who shows emotions more likely than introverts. 

It's important to show emotions because then all won´t be bottled up inside you. That might be something to 

be learned to do if not coming easily. Young children are natural to show their emotions by laughing and 

crying a lot. When they grow up, it gets more difficult to show emotions without feeling judged by others.  

NN 



When human are laughing it doesn’t mean that they would be happy. Other way around you can be very happy but 

you cry a lot. In my opinion people should show their feelings more. In Finland if people are happy they have the 

same face as if they are sad. When you are walking on the street and seeing people, you have no idea are they 

happy or not. Why people doesn’t show their emotions?  

I love when people are laughing. It contagious to me and I come more happier. Anyway laughing always isn’t good. 

Especially then when you are the centre of laughter. I think that is the only bad part of laughing. It’s also possible to 

laugh so hard that it hurts. Tickling somebody can also be bad if other doesn’t like it. For me, it makes my day better 

when i make someone laugh at what i have done. Hopefully the things what i do on purpose makes other people’s 

day better even for a while. All need a friend or example sibling who can make you laugh. Without that, we can’t 

feel that what laughing gives to us. Laughing gives happy hormones and stress hormones decreased. 

However, not all can be fun or something like that. Everyone of us has bad moments in life. Some people show 

them openly but i know mates who don’t show them to anyone. Example they haven’t cried for years. Nobody 

knows have they really cried cause they keep their emotions inside the head. It’s so important to have friends who 

to tell about your feelings. I have heard many times that boys who don’t cry or show emotions are cool but no, 

absolutely it’s not. For me when I see mate who shows his sad feelings and talks about it, is something that what I 

admire.  

My final outcome is people should courage their feelings at least for someone. Boys, girls like if you can talk about 

feelings and cry. Just a little tip for you. Many good things will happen what ever you do with your feelings. Example 

you should tell your mom that you love her. I know for sure that it will be good for both of you.  NN 

 



Laughter and crying are two emotions that are often thought of as opposites. Laughter is associated with joy 

and happiness, while crying is associated with sadness and pain. However, these two emotions are not 

always as distinct as they may seem. In fact, there are times when laughter and crying can be experienced 

together, and there are even moments when one can lead to the other. 

One of the most common situations in which laughter and crying coexist is during moments of extreme 

happiness or excitement. For example, when someone receives good news or experience something 

wonderful, they may feel so much joy that leads them to both laugh and cry at the same time. This is often 

called “happy tears,” and it is a natural response to an overwhelming emotion. 

In other cases, laughter can be a way of hiding from sadness or pain. When someone is feeling down, they 

may use humor to lighten the mood and try to see the positive side of a situation. This can be especially true 

in difficult or tragic circumstances, where laughter can serve as a form of release and help to alleviate some 

of the emotional burden. 

Similarly, crying can sometimes be a response to something funny or amusing. For example, if someone tells 

a particularly funny joke or shares a humorous story, they may find themselves overcome with emotion and 

begin to cry from laughing so hard. In this way, laughter and crying can be interconnected and can even lead 

to one another. 

Overall, laughter and crying are two emotions that are closely related, and they can coexist in many ways. 

Whether it is during moments of extreme happiness, as a coping mechanism, or in response to something 

amusing, laughter and crying can be experienced together and can ever lead to one another. NN 

 



Laughter and crying are two fundamental ways in which humans express their emotions. Laughter is often associated with 

joy, while crying is often associated with sadness. However, both laughter and crying can also reflect a range of other 

emotions, including excitement, surprise, and even anger. 

Laughter is a natural response to something that is amusing or funny. It is a universal language that transcends cultural and 

linguistic barriers and can bring people together in a way that few other things can. Laughter has been shown to have 

numerous benefits for both physical and mental health, including reducing stress, boosting the immune system, and 

improving cardiovascular health. 

In addition to expressing joy, laughter can also reflect other positive emotions such as excitement and surprise. For 

example, a person might laugh out of excitement when they receive a long-awaited gift or when they hear good news. 

Laughter can also be a way of coping with difficult situations or masking negative emotions. For example, a person might 

laugh to hide their anxiety or sadness in a social situation. 

Crying, on the other hand, is often associated with sadness and is a natural response to negative emotions. Tears are 

released when we experience strong emotions such as grief, disappointment or frustration. Crying can be therapeutic and 

can help people to cope with and process their emotions. It can also be a way of seeking comfort and support from others. 

Like laughter, crying can also reflect a range of other emotions. For example, a person might cry out of frustration when 

they are overwhelmed or when they feel helpless. Crying can also be a way of expressing anger or outrage. In these cases, 

crying can be a way of releasing pent-up emotions and finding relief. 

In conclusion, laughter and crying are two important ways in which humans express their emotions. Laughter can reflect 

joy, excitement, and surprise, while crying can reflect sadness, frustration, and anger. Both laughter and crying serve 

important functions in helping us survive and process our emotions and in seeking support and connection with others.  NN 

 



Two of the most common emotional expressions are laughing and crying. Around the world, both laughing and crying are 

treated and seen the same. They are a part of the human experience and have been present in all cultures throughout 

history. Numerous emotions, ranging from happiness and excitement to sadness and grief, can cause both laughter and 

crying. However, they also have unique characteristics that express and reflect different emotions.  

Crying is typically connected with negative emotions, such as sadness, tragedies, and pain. It allows us to release emotions 

that are too challenging to show or express in any other way. In addition to being a sign of vulnerability, crying can be used 

to get comfort and support from others. Crying serves as an emotional expression for us to communicate our feelings and 

needs.  

Laughter though is frequently linked to good feelings like joy, happiness, and enjoyment. It is a common social behavior that 

can be used as a way to connect with people. laughter can also be an ice breaker, as when we laugh at a joke that helps us 

to relieve our tension or stress around unfamiliar people and situations. These instances of laughter serve as a means of 

emotional release, enabling us to experience a sense of liberation and joy. Additionally, laughter has physical and 

psychological advantages like lowering stress and enhancing the immune system.  

Both laughter and crying can be contagious and have the power to affect the emotional states of anybody around us. 

Laughter is often looked at as a positive emotion that can lift the mood and bring joy to those who see and adopt it. 

However, crying can also spread empathy and compassion in a different way that can cause those around you to feel the 

same.  

Afterall, laughter and crying are two powerful expressions of emotion that reflect and communicate the full range of human 

feelings. They serve as important outlets for emotional release and communication and have the power to affect the 

emotional states of those around us. Whether we are laughing with joy or crying with sadness, these expressions of 

emotion are a basic part of the human experience.  NN 



Laughing and crying are basic human emotions. When we are happy, or we find something funny, we tend to laugh. 

When we are sad or upset about something we might cry. Crying does not always mean that you are sad. You can 

cry even if you are happy. Crying and laughing are different reactions of all human beings. Those reactions might 

happen suddenly. When something doesn´t go as planned, our reactions might make us cry. If something goes well 

and as planned, you might be happy. Laughter is a basic human emotion that usually happens when we are happy. 

Happiness makes us laugh more often. 

   People tend to cry from happiness when something very good happens to them. For Example, athletes might cry 

from happiness when they win something. You can also cry from happiness when you graduate from college.  

   Laughing and crying have an impact on our mental and physical health. Laughing helps your mind to relax. When 

you laugh, you tend to forget all not so comfortable things. Laughing a lot has a huge impact on our mental health. 

The more you laugh the better.  

   Crying might relieve your stress levels. If you are very stressed about something you might cry a little. You should 

take it to test. 

   Expressing emotions can be very good for us. Our friends can then help us with our problems, and we don’t need 

to deal with all our problems by ourselves. Our friends always make us feel at least a little better. So, expressing our 

emotions is good for us. Our friends can make our lives feel better and more enjoyable. When we are with our 

friends, we tend to laugh a lot. 

   Everyone's life also will contain all kinds of emotions. Joy is part of life. We laugh with our friends all the time and 

that gives us joy. Life also contains very sad things. For example, losing your pets, or if something does not go as 

planned. NN 



Every person has their own way of expressing their emotions. People laugh and cry. Emotions have an important 

role in human life. People learn to control their emotions at an early age, but sometimes even adults don’t know to 

laugh or cry. 

When we laugh, we release endorphins and express our happiness. When we are happy and laugh, we make others 

happy. Unlike when we cry, our bodies release hormones that make us feel sad and even depressed. Tears reflect 

sadness, however laughter does not always reflect happiness. 

Happiness is the most common emotion felt by people. When people are happy, they smile and laugh frequently. 

Conversely, when people are sad, they cry and laugh minimally. Our body language reflects our emotions, so when 

we are happy, our body language shows us to be joyful and smiling. Conversely, when we are sad, our body 

language shows us as downcast and possibly crying. Our laughter or crying shows how we feel about something or 

someone. 

Laughter without reason reflects a person's mood but may not always reveal why they are feeling that way. 

Sometimes people laugh when they are sad, because they want to hide their emotions or sadness. 

When someone laughs at something that makes them feel sad, their laughter reveals how they feel about the 

situation, it can reveal happy or sad emotions. If someone laughs at a joke that makes them feel bad, it will reflect 

negative feelings toward themselves and toward others who are in on the joke as well.  

Our laughter and crying show our happiness or sadness- it reflects how we feel about something or someone or 

ourselves in response to something funny or painful. We should know how to laugh or cry appropriately so that 

others know how we feel about something without being confused about why we are laughing or crying.  NN 

 



Laughter and crying are both very common human expressions. They are good tools in expressing something you cannot express with words, but how do 

they reflect emotions? The most obvious answer would be happiness and sadness, but most times it is not that simple. 

Laughter is a human expression which in most cases is associated with joy and happiness. A group of friends could be having a fun time laughing at jokes, 

which would brighten up the mood even more. Laughter is not only an expression of joy, but it can also make you feel happier. Studies have shown that 

laughing can help lessen stress, depression, anxiety, and boost self-esteem. It is also very contagious so hearing other people laugh may make you feel 

happier. 

There are lots of different types of laughter. For example, if a friend tells a bad joke, you could let out a little fake giggle to not make them feel bad. Other 

people’s laughter can also make you feel sad or embarrassed instead of happy. For instance, if you make a mistake and everyone jeers and laughs at your 

face for it, it can make you terribly upset. 

Crying on the other hand is commonly associated with sadness, sorrow, and pain. It is a common response to physical pain and an expression that a lot of 

people are afraid of showing. This can lead to your sadness bottling up inside you which can cause you to suddenly burst out sobbing when you are feeling 

sad. With this said, it is good to cry when you are feeling down, since it has been proven to improve your mood.  

Crying is often experienced with grief and other bad moments in your life, but a lot of happiness and joy can also lead to crying. When something big in 

your life happens, or you hear some amazing news, you may start crying out of happiness. Laughter and crying are both good tools in influencing people, 

so they can easily be used to manipulate others. For example, somebody could “turn on the waterworks” to get one’s sympathy and attention. 

In conclusion, crying and laughter can reflect many different emotions from pain to happiness. Both of them have their benefits, so you should not fear or 

feel embarrassed, when expressing them. 

NN 

 



Laughing and crying are things that have happened to all of us, but how do they reflect emotions? And how it 

can be seen in us? 

Laughter often reflects as positive emotions and it shows that you are in a happy mood. Emotions for 

laughter can be for example happiness, joy and excitement. The way of laughter can also change the way 

how emotions reflect like bursting into laughter which means that something funny has just happened, giggle 

because you are embarrased of something or shriek with laughter which means that you are laughing very 

loudly. Laughing improves your mood and can lessen your stress, anxiety and depression. Laughter is not 

always positive, it can be negative as well like laughing in someones face and not showing any respect for 

others or inappropriate laughter that occurs in situations where you should not be laughing or it is not 

acceptable to be laughing. 

Crying on the other hand is often negative and it shows that we are sad or something bad has happened. 

Crying is response to feelings like sadness, anger, stress, physical pain, hurt feelings, exhaustion and even 

happiness. There are different sorts of crying like having a break down because of too much stress or other 

negative things, cry on someone’s shoulder and telling about the things that are making you upset, crying 

your heart out because your upset or to howl loudly in pain or anger.  Crying can help in some situations like 

when other people see you crying they might feel empathy for you and support you. Crying isn’t always 

negative it can be positive like when you start crying because of the overwhelming emotions such as 

happiness, joy and relief. When you are crying because of something positive it’s called tears of joy.  NN 

 

 



Laughing and crying are part of everybody’s life they are normal emotions in life. Emotions tells us alot 

of things it shows what we care of and what we enjoy. Our emotions might change suddenly like if 

something doesn’t go as planned then we might cry if it is sad for example. Everybody has adversitys in 

life and then crying can be part of your life. Life is full of ups and downs but life always wins. 

Everybody’s life contains lots of emotions and it’s normal thing. Life is full of joys and you have maybe 

go friends that you can laugh with. Life also contains very sad parts examples someones death for 

example can be your very close friend that will cause you cry. Also in that kind of moments you have 

important people around you that try to make you feel better they try to get you laugh and you can 

look back the things you have done with this person.  

You can have fun with your friends and laugh a lot. Emotions are not always so simple because you can 

cry even you are not sad because crying can happen when you are very happy about something. In 

sports we see crying because they are so happy if they win an important game or lose it. It’s good to 

cry because we can express emotions that way. Somebody try to hide their feelings but thats not good 

for you because others don’t know your real feelings so they can’t help you if you’re sad. Expressing 

emotions is good for us because then you don’t have to think everyhting yourselves so your friends can 

support you. It’s not good to think everything by yourself I think crying is good for you if you feel so it 

can relieve your stress. Friends can make you feel better if you’re sad but it’s important not to hide 

those emotions because if you do that your friends cannot help you. With friends you can laugh lots of 

times and that’s important to laugh so you will feel life more enjoyable. With friends we can have so 

much fun and we tend to laugh.  NN 



There are two distinct emotions, crying and laughing. These are the essence of life. When you cry, tears flow from 

your eyes and you may be sad. Crying for happiness is also really possible. When you laugh, you're usually happy 

and smiling. 

Do you cry easily if one offends you or sees or hears sad things? Or don't you even remember the last time you 

cried? Emotions are a kind of pressure energy in the body, and crying is a way to relieve pressure. Crying expresses 

feelings for others and for yourself .Crying makes us feel better, even if it doesn't make any problems disappear. 

Crying also makes you feel better If you cry, don't try to hold back, just let the crying come. Tears are a way to vent 

negative emotions. Thus they do not remain inside us, causing stress, pain, and depression. Crying is also a sign of 

courage, strength and authenticity. Crying is important to maintain well health and reduce stress. Not all people cry 

all the time. It may be because, as a child, showing feelings at home has been foreign. A person may also have 

gotten used to putting feelings in the background or thinking that he does not cry for nothing. 

Laughing, or laughter, is an expression of amusedness, joy, and sometimes other feelings. It is a huge force that also 

has a strong impact on our well-being Sometimes people may hide their bad feelings or sorrow by laughing and 

being happy. Studies show that laughter reduces anger, anxiety, stress and depression. People may also deal with 

grief through humor and joy and do not show their true feelings. Is also the expression 'Laughter prolongs the age', 

but is this true? Sometimes you may also start laughing if something happens really much, because you go into 

shock, and you don't realize how much pain it really is. 

Sometimes you can laugh so much that you start crying or vice versa. In strong emotional conditions, laughter can 

also be mixed with crying. Laughing and crying are close to each other, but so far apart. Both laughter and crying are 

health-promoting because showing one’s own feelings is important.  NN 



Okay let’s get straight to the point. “How many times have you cried or laughed? Yeah, a lot so you aren’t exception”. 

Humans cry and laugh on the daily basis because laughter and crying are two basic ways of showing emotions. Laughter and 

crying are both universal ways of expressing feelings and are known in every culture and country. 

Laughter as mentioned earlier is one of the basic physical emotions of humans. It is big part of our daily life, many times it’s 

so common we don’t even notice that we are giggling or chuckling. People tend to express their feeling differently but 

laughing is somewhat universal to all humans. People also laugh on many different things such as jokes, being tickled or 

funny thought’s but most of them are related to joy, being relieved or having fun. Although some may laugh from 

nervousness. Studies have also shown that laughing has number of health benefits such as relieving stress, relieving pain 

and even boosting your immune system. When laughing with friends or in group it can also create senses of connection and 

belonging. 

Crying as also mentioned above is another physical emotion of humans. It is natural reaction that people use to express 

emotions, usually it is associated with negative things such as sadness or anger, but you can cry from happiness too and it’s 

not unusual. Crying can help processing hard or sad emotions easily, usually after crying you feel much better. Crying can 

also be way of seeking comfort or support from other.  I’m sure that everyone has cried at least once in their lifetime and 

it’s normal everyone does so. Yes, you read the last sentence right, boys also cry. Though sometimes it is associated with 

shame you shouldn’t be ashamed of it is as normal as drinking cup of water or taking your dog for a run. You also shouldn’t 

judge someone if they are crying, you never know what they are going through. 

In conclusion laughter and crying can both be very powerful yet sometimes unnoticeable ways of expressing emotion. Both 

are normal ways of expressing emotions and are nothing to be ashamed of. They also have number of health benefits. 

Laughter and crying also serve as a means of communication with others.  Crying and laughter also help us understand our 

selves better. Both laughter and crying especially laughter easily spread, because they are non-verbal communication and 

easily noticeable.   Thanks for reading and Happy holidays!     NN 



Laughing and crying are both  ways of reacting and they can start with an very different things. They are generally 

thought to be opposites of each other, but when we think about more we realise that we can even do both at the 

same time. Different type of bursts of laughter and crying also tell us different messages.  

Laughing and crying are first and foremost ways to express how we feel. When we see another person laughing, we 

know that they are having a good time. So it is easy for us to determine how a person who cries, for example, feels. 

But these emotional reactions are still usually situation specific. Bad time for laughter may turn out as a chuckle.  

It is said that the laughter prolongs the age. But is that true? It may actually be true, because studies have proven 

that laughing has health benefits. For example, laughing frees hormones from the well-being of the brain. So that 

means you feel happy, which reduce stress hormones. In addition, it also reduce axiety and aggression. Can you 

believe that in addition to these, laughing can also raise the threshold for pain, improve lung function and reduce 

the risk of heart attack. Crying on behalf of removing stress hormones with tears. It is good to remove stress and 

excitement by weeping because at some point emotions may be overwhelming.  

But there’s a limit for everything. Too much howling can cause headaches or trigger an astma attack. Including that 

too much blubber may indicate that your mental health is not well. But you must also remember that some people 

are more sensitive than others. 

Laughing and crying are therefore part of the interaction and they show our true feelings. We do not always laugh 

with joy and we can weep because of happiness.  

Freeing your own feelings is beneficial to us and tells that we are doing well. Not everyone shows feelings as big as 

others but we can see their emotional state in people’s face. Only smiling or grin can tell more than words.   NN 



Laughter and crying are the two most known universal expressions of emotions that are found in every culture and language. Both of 

those expressions can be found on not only on humans but on animals too. While they may seem like opposites, they both reflect a 

variety of emotions that humans experience and they serve many important social and psychological functions. 

Laughter is often associated with happiness, joy and playfulness, and it has been suggested that it serves as a social bonding 

mechanism. When we laugh with others, it can create a sense of connection and belonging, and it can also reduce stress and 

tension. Laughter can also be a coping mechanism with difficult or unpleasant situations, as it can help to put things perspective and 

provide a sense of release. 

Crying on the other hand is typically associated with sadness, grief and pain. It is a natural response to loss or disappointment and 

can serve as a way of releasing emotions and relieving stress. Crying can also be a way of seeking comfort and support from others 

and it can be a sign of vulnerability and authenticity as it can show to others that you aren’t scared to show your true feelings.  

While laughter and crying are often seen as extreme expressions of emotion, they can also reflect more subtle and complex 

emotions. For example, laughter can be a sign of nervousness, insecurity or even aggression, while crying can work as a sign of 

frustration, anger or shame. In these cases, laughter and crying may be used as a way of masking or deflecting these emotions rather 

than expressing them directly.        Both crying and laughter can be contagious, meaning that they can spread from one person to 

another. For example, when one person laughs or cries it can often trigger a similar response in others. This is due to the fact that 

that laughter and crying are both forms of nonverbal communication that can be easily recognized and understood by others. 

In addition to reflecting emotions, laughter and crying can also have physiological effects on the body. Laughter has been shown to 

have a numerous of health benefits, including reducing stress and boosting the immune system. It has also been linked to improving 

cardiovascular health and increasing endorphin production, which can be led to feelings of happiness and well-being. Crying on the 

other hand has been shown to have a numerous of emotional and physical benefits as well. It can help individuals to cope with stress 

and negative emotions. It can also help to reduce feelings of anger and aggression. Crying can also have physical benefits, such as 

lowering blood pressure and releasing tension.  NN 

 



Laughing and crying are both basic emotions and responses to our feelings. They both help you to express 

yourself and your feelings. They can be seen as the opposites of each other. Eventually, these reactions have 

more things in common than you could imagine.   

Laughing is usually a way to express happiness, pleasure, and other positive feelings. It is an all at once 

happening reaction, in other words, a physical reaction, just like crying. Laughing might help you share your 

feelings of happiness with another people, well as it can help you to relax in different situations.   

In addition, then there is crying which seems the complete opposite to laughing. Crying, sobbing, bawling, 

howling you name it. All of those and dozens of others are responses to feelings such as stress and 

exhaustion. Often people might think that crying is a sign of weakness and makes you seem stupid and 

pathetic. Vice versa, it is a sign of a strong person, who is not afraid to show how they are feeling. Showing 

how you feel to others will make your bond with them stronger and grow your sympathy and empathy for 

both of you.   

Even though crying is usually a reaction to negative feelings, it still is remarkably similar to laughing. For 

example, after crying we can feel the same relief as after laughing and both are important reactions to 

improve your mental health. It is studied that these reactions of feelings will also help you regulate your 

emotional state, and they can release many bad feelings and sensations.  

These two basic emotions are both important to us. They help you feel empathy for other people. They also 

play a considerable role in our mental well-being. It is good to remember that all kinds of feelings and 

reactions are allowed.  NN 

 



To feel happiness, we need to experience sadness. I have shared the best and worst memories with my family and friends. I 

have cried and laughed so hard with my friends and family, and I do not regret any moment that I have spent with them. 

Emotions are particularly important in human social interactions and emotions can help people to communicate with each 

other. Laughter and crying can reflect many positive and negative emotions such as joy and sadness. Laughter is considered 

as a positive thing and crying as a negative, but they can be quite opposite of each other. Sometimes you can laugh so much 

that you start to cry in a good way and sometimes people can be so upset or devastated that they start to laugh, but they 

cannot control it. Some people laugh when something is sad because they are trying to deflect going deeper into their 

emotions. 

Laughter has positive impact in our lives as it connects people together and it protects people from the damaging effects of 

stress, it lightens the burdens of people as well as it helps to release anger. Laughter helps humans stay mentally stable 

because it helps you keep a positive and optimistic outlook through difficult situations, disappointments, and loss. Laughter 

also helps people to stay physically stable as it lowers stress hormones and relaxes your muscles. 

Crying also has a positive impact in our lives as it tells that we are sad, and we need assistance, comfort, and social support 

from other people. ‘’A cry for help’’ is more than just a saying as crying shows that we are heartbroken, and it is way more 

convincing than words. Crying can relieve pain and clear the mind of any distress or sorrow. People have had ‘’tears of joy’’ 

or ‘’tears of happiness’’ because they were laughing so hard that they could not hold back their tears. 

People cannot live without emotions because they play so significant role in our social interactions. People share their 

thoughts and feelings with each other by using various kinds of emotions so that they are not like robots without any 

feelings.  NN 

 

 



Laughter and crying can be interpret in many ways. Theyr’elso affect everyone’s differently. Laughing doesn't always 

mean only joy and crying only sorrow. They may also be a mix of both or something in between them. 

Crying can mean a lot of different emotions. Usually crying is accompanied by a feeling of sadness or 

disappointment. On the other hand, crying doesn’t always represent sadness. You also can weep for joy. For 

example, people cry when they are extremely happy or catch up something that they are dreaming a long time. 

Sometimes crying can appears as a parent’s sensitisation at a glad moment. For example, if their children go to first 

grade, parents may cry about change, even though going to school is a happy thing. Their child is growing up fast 

and it sensitizes them.  

In the old days, it may have been taught that boys should not to cry because it's girly. I think this is wrong, because 

everyone should be allowed to show their feelings openly. Everyone has sometimes bad days, and that's very 

normal. If you want cry, it is good to give space to your feelings and cry. It usually helps with feelings of sorrow and 

anxiety, for example. 

Instead of crying, laughing is often emotion of happily. People laugh when they are happy and feel theirself 

comfortable, it is contagious and therapeutic. It also helps us cope with stress, and relax. In my opinion laughing is 

one of the most important thing in our life. When my friends are happy and laughing, the feeling is transmitted to 

me too. I love laugh with my friends and it’s some kind of medicine for bad days. 

However, it must be remember that everybody's feelings are reflect in different ways, and there is no only one right 

way. Some are more sensitive than others and some also show their feelings more openly. We need laughter and 

crying in our lives.  NN 



Everybody laughs and cries almost daily but what is behind these common reflections of emotions. Cry and laughter are 

most typically connected with joy and sorrow although it doesn’t always go like that. Some might weep when feeling very 

happy or burst out laughing when shouldn’t. And that is because we are all humans, and we just sometimes can’t control 

our feelings. 

Laughter is an expression of amusement and joy but also of some other feelings. It has been an important part of 

communication for people since prehistoric times. Especially in the past laughing was an easily noticeable symbol of 

friendship and peace. It helped people to connect and bond with each other then and it is still doing so.  

Crying is a part of being human. While crying is associated with loss and sadness can a person also tear up from extreme joy 

or physical pain. And like laughter is also crying a part of communicating with others non-verbally like how babies show by 

crying that they are unwell and need something. People do also react in diverse ways to crying for example some don’t 

know what to do and panic, some start to cry themselves and some just find the sound very annoying. 

You can’t always tell if someone is happy or feeling down. Especially in certain cultures people don’t show their feelings in 

public because it’s embarrassing to them. This goes particularly for breaking down in public. It doesn’t every time mean that 

not showing feelings has something to do with their culture, some just don’t like to show emotions. 

Emotions are a part of our lives, and laughter and cry are just the most common ones of the many ways these feelings of 

ours appear. Some show them openly and some don’t which are both completely fine.  NN 



Even though I dont’t know everything what’s happening on this planet but I’m sure that all of us have cried and laughed 

during our lives. Some people a little more than others but I think you got the point. Everyone is different when it comes 

about feelings. Laughing and crying are ways we react to situations. Now I’m going to think about how crying and laughter 

reflect emotions. 

I think the most common reason of crying is a feeling of a sadness. Sometimes crying your eye balls out may help when you 

have a lot of worries. I’ve had some experience with this. I feel like weeping is a good way to get your worries out of your 

mind. If you hurt yourself  it’s normal to feel pain and burst into tears. There are many things other people can conclude 

about a crying person. If you see someone sobbing you’re probably going to ask if everything is all right. 

Crying isn’t always sad thing. It could be sign of a happiness. When things come to an end and you achieve something it’s no 

wonder your eyes get wet. For example when you graduate from school. The last time I wept tears of joy was the day my big 

sister got married. I was so happy for her. 

Have you noticed that a laughing person spreads positive energy around them? People usually laugh becauce they are happy 

or something fun is happening. Laughing can let others know that you’re having fun. One of the best things is when you and 

your best friend laught so hard at something that you can’t even breathe. In that situation, there seems to be no way to stop 

chortling. I feel like laughter is my fuel. I love being with people who make me laugh. I’ve learned during my life that you can 

also laugh at your own mistakes. It helps you in embarrassing situations. Life becomes more comfortable when you dont’t 

take everything too seriously. Some people may deal with difficult things trough humor. A good example of this is dark humor. 



We often think that laughing people are happy but not everything is what it looks like. We all have our problems. I have 

noticed that many people hide their anxiety by giggling all the time. That’s a bad habit. It’s better tell someone about your 

struggles. You can talk to your friends and cry on theirs shoulder for example. That’s what friend are for. If your problems 

grow too much you might start making fun of other people for no reason. That’s why is very important talk about your feelings. 

I promise it’ll help.    

Unfortunately many of us are ashamed to show real reactions to our emotions, especially crying. That’s a big problem. It can 

cause misunderstandings in relationships, for example. There is thought that crying is a weakness but it’s more of a strenght. 

I hope this stereotyped thinking will chance if we speak boldly. 

So both laughter and crying help to deal with emotions. We need both of these reactions. I wish everyone could have the 

moments that make them laugh. I also hope that people could cry more openly. It’s not good for anyone to hide your 

feelingsn. So don’t be ashamed of these human reactions. And last but not least I give you one tip, share the joys and sorrows 

of life with somebody.  NN 

 

 

 

 

 



What is laughter and crying? Are they feelings or are they expressing them? Many people think that 

laughing is because of the joy and the fun. Many people also think that crying is due to grief and pain. 

Is true, crying and laughing is a means of expressing feelings. Are they good or bad? 

Laughing usually shows amusedness and joy. A person laughs often when, for example, he hears or 

sees something funny about him. Laughing in large crowds can easily rub off on other people. I find it 

fun to be around someone who dares to laugh courageously and a lot. There are also people who don't 

like to laugh and smile at strangers. It is perfectly right, each person is allowed to express his or her 

feelings as he wishes. 

 Crying, on the other hand, shows grief, intense pain, stress, and disappointment. A person can also cry 

for “lucky” when he begins to weep for a great feeling of happiness. There are people who can't or 

won't cry. In many cultures and families, crying can be viewed in many different ways. Many also talk 

that boys don't cry. Crying is seen as a sign of weakness, although in my opinion it is a sign of strength 

to express one’s own feelings. For one thing, there are people who find it hard to arrest crying. It is also 

very important to speak boldly to others about their own feelings. For some people, it's harder, but all 

you have to do is be brave. 

In my opinion, every person has the right to show and express their feelings. Try to show your feelings. 

You're very strong people when you can show a little emotion. It's not a sign of weakness. It's a sign of 

strength. Just be yourself and ignore the opinions of others.  NN 



When someone is crying, they usually are sad and when someone is laughing, they usually are happy. It’s not as 

simple as it seems to be. For example, one can be happy even when one is crying, and now we are talking about 

tears of joy. On the other hand, one might laugh when something terrible or sad happens, because they cope with 

that emotion. Crying and laughing are often connected to such strong emotions as happiness and sadness. Someone 

can also cry when they are angry.  

I approach this subject by first writing about the darkest or saddest emotions: sadness and fear. In general crying is 

connected to sadness. For example, if someone dies their relatives feel sad and they cry a lot. Or when someone 

gets hurt very badly, they wail. Another strong emotion is fear, and it can come out like crying or laughing. For 

example, in horror movies the main character fears for their life and are usually crying while they are running away 

or hiding. The way they cry is usually very fragmentary and they are gasping for air. 

Sometimes crying can lead to emotional purification and this is called catharsis. It usually occurs while watching a 

movie or reading a book and something very sad or very happy happens. This leads to crying and when it stops one 

can feel pure or feel relieved.  

Now I’m moving to more positive emotions, for example joy and happiness. A person can feel joy when they are 

with their good friends. Being with friends often leads to laughing a lot, they can laugh their heads off when 

something extremely funny happens. Sometimes a person can laugh so hard that they are crying. Happiness is a 

very strong emotion. Some people can reflect it by crying. For example, when a child’s parent comes home after 

being away a long time, the child might cry because they are so happy to see them.  

In a nutshell laughing and crying aren’t just about joy or sadness but also other emotions, like fear and happiness. 

Crying and laughing are very strong ways to show emotions. Laughing can lead to crying and sometimes crying can 

purify emotions.  NN 



Laughter and crying are feelings, which may occur differently in different situations. It’s often thought that laughter 

is always associated with joy and crying with grief. But it's not always true. You can laugh even though you are sad 

and you can cry even though you are happy. But why? Now i´m telling you how laughter and crying reflect 

emotions. 

Laughing is usually a expression of joy. It’s typical when someone sees or hears something funny. When you hear a 

funny joke, you can burst out laughing. Although laughter is always considered a source of joy, but it can also 

express many other things. For example shock. When you are nervous, laughing can be a way to show it. Sometimes 

laughing can turn into crying very quickly. If you laugh really hard, your eyes can get filled with tears of joy. 

Laughing is not always a good thing. There are places where laughing is not appropriate. For example church and 

funeral are places where it’s not polite to laugh. 

Crying is almost always associated with grief. Sorrow is the most common reason to cry. But it’s not the only one. 

The cause of crying may also be rage or relief. If you are very angry, your feelings can burst out in tears. And for 

example after a stressful week or exciting situation you can cry for relief.  

You don't always need a reason to cry or laugh. Sometimes crying or laughing without reason can feel weird, but it’s 

normal.  

It's good to remember that it’s also normal to be sad sometimes. No one is always happy and everyone’s got their 

own problems. Showing feelings is not a weakness and everyone should show them more. Sorrow and joy are 

emotions, and everyone express them in different ways. There is no right or wrong way to express feelings. So 

laugh, cry and do whatever makes you happy. After all, you’re all that matters.  NN 

 



 
Emotions are a basic human attribute, but there are different ways to express them. Two of the most common and effective 
ones are laughter and crying. Laughter is usually associated with happiness and crying with sadness, but there are other 
emotions that can be expressed by these means.  
 
Crying can express a plethora of emotions, such as happiness, anger, and anxiety. Even if most people associate crying with 
negative emotions, it still has a positive effect on you. This is because crying eases both emotional and physical pain, tells 
people around you that you need comforting and has a soothing effect.  
 
Laughter is often associated with a positive emotion, but this isn’t always the case. It can also be caused by other emotions 
such as nervousness, surprise, or confusion. The positive effects that laughing can have on you include lifting your spirits, 
helping you cope through tough times, and helping you deal with the harmful effects that constant stress can cause.  
 
Laughing can also be used to cover up some other, usually negative emotions by forcefully seeming happy. In today’s 
society, this is a problem especially for men because they have a hard time expressing their emotions. That is why it is 
necessary to understand how beneficial it is to show your emotions, for example through laughter and crying.  
 
Even though laughing and crying are often perceived as opposites, they can also happen either simultaneously or one after 
the other. This can be confusing because their meaning can be hard to understand. One shouldn’t be alarmed however, 
since crying and laughter are important for overall mental and physical well-being.  
 
In conclusion, laughter and crying are important ways to express different emotions. Expressing emotions and not letting 

them build up have actual benefits. These benefits have been proven by multiple studies, and more proof is coming out 

every year.  NN 



Laughing and crying are both very strong ways to express your emotions. Out of these two 

laughing is more common to many of us, but crying is also familiar to everyone. You can cry 

for happiness and laugh for sadness. Like Finnish saying tells “cry for long happiness”. Some 

of us laughs and cries more easily than others. That is personal trait and nobody can change 

it.  A Good laugh increases euphoria and crying can be releasing, and it can help to clear your 

mind. Crying and laughing can also mix up. There are many reasons and situations where 

human cries. It could be because of feeling pain, missing someone, happiness, sadness, the 

loss of someone. There are few same reasons for laughing. You could laugh for a good joke, 

neighbors bad luck and happiness. There are also some situations where you can not cry and 

especially laugh. For example, in funeral you can not just burst out laughing for something 

without somebody looking at you in a bad way. Many people thinks that crying is a sign of 

weakness. Both, laughing and crying improves your mental health but in different ways. 

Crying and laughing is not limited only for humans. Animals also cry and laugh but in 

different way. For example, when dogs are sad, they howl or whine and when they are 

happy, they heave. When you born you cry and when you die your close ones are crying for 

you. In the end both laughing and crying are very important, so you can also understand 

other peoples, feelings better.  NN 



Laughter and crying are both nonverbal communication ways that can reflect a person´s emotions. They help you to 

handle your feelings. Both of them are accepted emotions and everyone experiences them every day. You don´t 

have to try to hide them or be ashamed of them. Laughter and crying are both social signals that communicate our 

emotional state to others.  When we laugh or cry, we are sending a message to those around us about how we are 

feeling.   

People is often connecting laughing with positive emotions, like joy and happiness. Laughing can be a way to 

regulate your anxious emotions and signal that you´re okay. Sometimes in stressful situations or when you have 

heard some shocking news, you may start to laugh even things aren´t very funny, because you can’t handle your 

feelings. I think that it´s important to do things that makes you laugh. Laughing makes me generally happier. 

Laughter has been shown to have physical and psychological benefits, such as reducing stress hormones. 

Crying, on the other hand, is a natural response to emotions, such as sadness and despair. Crying is often associated 

with negative emotions, it can also be a healthy and therapeutic way to process and cope with difficult emotions 

and situations. However, crying is not always because of sad things. For example, when you meet someone you love 

after a long time, you may start crying because you are so happy. 

Feelings of laughter and crying can be mixed together. Sometimes I laugh so much that I get tears in my eyes. I've 

also cried about something so dumb thing that I have started to laugh at myself because of it. When I watch a 

movie, I may cry and laugh at the same time because the movie can be sad at first and then suddenly hilarious. 

Overall, laughter and crying are both important ways that people express and cope with their emotions. They can be 

also powerful shows of how someone is feeling at a given moment. It's important to note that people can have 

different responses to emotions and that there is no "right" or "wrong" way to express emotions.   NN 

 



Laughter and crying are very strong emotions and close to one another. Both emotions can cause tears. 

People feel and handle different emotions in different ways. For many, expressing feelings can be very 

difficult. Such feelings can come out just the opposite: a great feeling of joy in tears and terrible sorrow in 

laughter. 

Many times, so that joy can be achieved you will experience grief. For example, if you have to give up your 

beloved pet. At first, losing a pet is really sad, but later you can remember the wonderful moments with him. 

You can experience wonderful new moments with a new pet in the future, while it does not replace the 

previous pet.   

Many peoples experience and deal with feelings differently from others. In some people, feelings manifest 

more strongly than in others. Some people show their feelings strongly on the outside, while others keep 

them inside. When a sad thing happens, one can cry when the other can be quite normal in that situation. 

For example, when I am with my friends, they make me laugh at the water in my eyes. My friends are very 

close to me that I can show them how I feel. I get cry with my friends if that is what I feel. They will help and 

support me, if I need it. 

Many peoples cry when something sad happens or when they are stressed out. I will cry if I am stressed or 

upset about something. Sometimes I laugh and cry at the same time. For example, in a situation where I fall 

and I hurts me, but I am still starting to laugh about it.  

It is important to remember to able to express your feelings openly and freely.  NN 

 



The most visible emotions are laughter and crying. Laughter is mostly a response to something that is funny or 

pleasing and it can be a way to show happiness. Crying is often a response to something that is, for example, sad 

and it can be a way to show if you are not feeling well. 

People have to note that sometimes people can laugh or cry for many different reasons, and these moments when 

someone laughs or cries may not always accurately reflect a person's true emotions. For example, a person may 

laugh to cover up their sadness or cry to express frustration. Sometimes person can laugh or cry without any reason 

at all. Crying and laughing are good for human and when someone cries or laughs, it doesn’t mean that something 

funny or sad happened.  

If you see or see someone laughing or crying it has an effect on your mood. It means that those kind of emotions 

can easily spread from one person to another. This is because other people recognize those kind of emotions 

because when you are laughing or crying it can be seen on the face and by your body language easily  

Laughter and crying can also be used as coping mechanisms to help people deal with many difficult emotions. For 

example, laughter can help to reduce stress, and crying can help to release emotions what you have been trying to 

suppress. 

People have to consider the context and other nonverbal cues when trying to interpret a person's emotions based 

on their laughter or crying. It's also important to remember that people express their emotions differently, and 

what one person may find funny or sad may not be the same for another person 

Overall, laughter and crying are very important ways that humans express their emotions and communicate with 

other people. Those kind of emotions have important role in building and maintaining social connections and 

helping people to cope with the ups and downs of life.  NN 



Showing how you feel is an important thing in life. I would say I´m ready to go as far as say life isn´t life 

without all the different kinds of emotions. Emotions are a way of telling the people around you what exactly 

you´re feeling. It helps people understand you and your character way better than if you didn´t show any 

feelings at all. Out of all the different types of emotions in the world I think the most important ones are 

laughter and crying. 

 

 Laughter is a natural way of showing all kinds of positive emotions, but the most common ones are joy and 

happiness. When you hear something that you find funny majority of the time your first reaction is to smile 

or laugh. Sometimes you might even laugh so much that you start to tear up. I would say that the feeling of 

being surrounded by your loved ones and giggle as much as you want about the silliest things you can think 

of is the best feeling in the entire world. Besides joy another quite common reason for laughing is receiving 

love and affection. 

 

 For me crying is one of the most interesting things ever. It´s a way of showing so many types and varieties of 

emotions and feelings. Sometimes you´re crying because you´re grieving someone's death and another time 

is because you´re so happy that you can´t help but tear up. Still, most of the time when people hear crying, 

they will immediately think that the person is sad or hurt in some way. A good portion of the time that isn´t 

even the case. While crying is a way to show all that, a very common, but quite invincible reason for crying is 

to show that you´re so overwhelmed with emotions that you just simply can´t comprehend them anymore 

and start sobbing. It´s like crying is a way to show pretty much any emotions from happiness to anger that is 

so strong that the only way you can express it is by crying.  NN 



Laughing and happiness are is the most common emotion you will feel when playing video games. That is what they 

were made to do. Video games are a espace from reality and it helps people connect with others. People get 

friendships all over the world because of games. 

In my life I feel most happy and expirience laughter the most while playing video games. I live very far from my 

friends so I usually spend my time with them by playing video games. For these reason gaming has become my way 

to cope and be happy with my friends. 

The contagiousness of laughter is very important to me. The reason im such good friends with the people in my 

friend group is because of these moments. Such a simple moment can spiral into one of the most memorable 

moments of your life. I hold it very dear to my heart. 

Sadness and crying are oppisites of happiness and laughter. While crying can be seen as a happy thing, crying is 

usually seen as sad and depressing. Crying is not as common while playing video games as laughter, Some games 

have such a deep and touching story. Even I have shed a tear when playing one of these games. I think this is 

because of the well-written characters and story and the intesinty of the game. 

There is also a industry of games to play when feeling sad or depressed. Many of these games are made to be 

relaxing and soothing. Playing these games and listening to music is a very good way to cope with the sadness and 

depression.  

My summary of this is that, Laughter is the most common emotion you will feel while playing video games, but you 

can also feel sadness. I usually play multiplayer games with my friends but every once in a while when I pick up 

these masterfully written story games, im often not ready for the emotions im going to feel and they hit me like a 

brick wall.  NN 



Laughter and crying are two physical responses that are emotions. They are two of the most common ways 

that we humans express our emotions. Everybody laughs and cries from time to time. When we laugh, it is 

usually in response to something that we find amusing or joyful. On the other hand, crying is often a 

response to something that is sad or painful. Crying can also be a response to feelings such as shame, guilt or 

frustration. 

Laughter and crying can be seen as reflections of our emotions. When we laugh, we may make sounds like 

giggling. This response is often a reflection of the joy that we are feeling. Similarly, when we cry, our eyes 

may fill up with tears. This physical response is often a reflection of the sadness or pain that we are feeling. 

Sometimes people can cry of happiness too. For example, when Argentina and France played the final match 

of the football world cup, it was an emotional rollercoaster. When Argentina won, fans and players cried of 

happiness. 

Laughter and crying can also have psychological effects on our bodies. Laughter can have health benefits on 

our bodies, such as relieving stress. However, Crying has shown to have a couple of psychological benefits, 

such as providing a release for emotions and reducing feelings of sadness. 

In addition to being physical responses to emotions, laughter and crying can also be a way to communicate 

our emotions to others. When we cry, people can see, that we are feeling sad. On the other hand, when we 

laugh, people see that we are happy and there is a saying that laughter is contagious. 

In conclusion, laughter and crying are physical responses that reflect our emotions. Overall, laughter and 

crying are important ways that we express and experience our emotions. NN 

 



How does laughing and crying express feelings. So, what’s the difference between laughing and crying. 

Obviously laughing is a sign of good mood and meaning that the person is happy, and crying is the sign of 

grief and sadness. But how do these two things express feelings? 

Starting with laughing, a person usually laughs about things likes jokes and funny videos etc. because they 

seem funny to the person and when something Is funny it makes people happy and seem happy. But when a 

person is crying its usually about something negative that happened to them, as an example they’ve lost 

some relative or very close person to them what makes them grief and maybe depressed. When you look 

happy, people often think more positive things about you, such as you are a positive and an humoristic 

person and may be fun to hang with or you don’t take everything so seriously. But if you are often depressed, 

don’t talk too much or just sad all the time people might think that you take everything too seriously and 

don’t really want to spend time with you if they are someone who doesn’t really know you. Friends and close 

people might comfort them and make them feel better about themselves which is a good thing to do but 

being happy attracts people’s positive attention to you. 

Laughing and crying are different things and show what people are thinking and feeling and expressing. They 

tell a lot about the person and their personality. If a person is often happy it shows that they don’t have big 

things to worry about in their lives and they’ve got everything going well. But a person who is often sad and 

depressed it might mean that they have something in their lives which makes it more difficult, and they 

maybe aren’t having a safe or healthy lifestyle. So, laughing and crying express feelings and moods very much 

and tell a lot from the people who others are dealing with.  NN 



 

Humans usually reflect their emotions. When you are well amused, you laugh. And when you are feeling sad, you 

may cry. Reflecting emotions is normal and healthy. 

Laughter is associated with many positive emotions, such as happiness, joy and amusement. A person can start 

laughing from seeing or hearing something hilarious, a humourful thought, or just from tickling. On some occasions 

laughter can be caused by emotions such as embarrassment, surprise or confusion. Every human is capable to have 

a good chuckle.  

Humans don’t burst into laughter from every joke they hear. The joke teller might not be so funny, or the guy 

hearing the joke might not have the same sense of humour. He might think the joke is offensive. This of course is 

just the offended guy’s fault. Many times those jokes tend to be quite hilarious. Other times the joke is so used up 

that it just isn’t funny anymore. It gets old.  

Laughter is a part of communication. It shows the other person that you are having a good time. Laughter provides 

an emotional context to conversations. Laughter is known to increase well-being. Laughter relaxes the whole body, 

burns calories, triggers the release of endorphins. The list goes on and on. Some other species also show laughter-

like vocalizations in response to wrestling or play chasing. 

Crying is usually associated with negative emotions, such as sadness. Though a person can cry from joy, for example 

after hearing something very wholesome. This is known as happy tears. Sobbing is a more extreme type of crying. 

For example, when a woman hears really bad news, she starts shedding tears. Weeping shows the other person that 

she is sad. Sometimes people cry when they are alone. Then they might be thinking about something very sad, like 

something they have done that the person regrets.  NN 

 



Laughing and crying reflects different emotions. You could be laughing because something funny happened 

or cry because you are sad, but you could also be crying tears of happiness. Emotions are very complicated. 

So, starting off with laughing, it gives an expression of people. When somebody laughs, they have their own 

“style” to do that. Some people may laugh out very loudly, some may giggle quietly. People often laugh to 

something funny as earlier mentioned. Jokes for example are a great source for a good laugh. Laughter can 

also be evil even maniac. Some people tend to laugh in a state of shock which may seem weird, but it is 

totally normal. 

Following with crying, people cry to different things, but most common are tears of sorrow. It means you’re 

crying because you are sad. Possibly your pet died, you lost something important, or your Wi-Fi does not 

work. However, expression of people tells if he or she is sad, happy, or just unsatisfied maybe even physically 

hurt. Usually, the expressions are so easy so identify you can comfort he or she the right way. 

These two can also be combined, you know when something is so funny, you are laughing uncontrollably, 

and tears is coming out of your eyes. Or when you are sobbing, and someone is comforting you and split-

second realization hits you and realization that everything is all right you could be chuckling through your 

tears. 

Well, in the end of the day laughing and crying are not so simple because they are consequeues to emotions. 

Emotions and expressions are not the same, but they have connections which makes this subject so complex 

to analyze. This subject is very wide, and somebody could analyze this to the stars, I’d rather not. Do you 

think crying and laughing are complicated?  NN 

 



Laughing and crying are normal ways to show our emotions. When I was younger I tought that when 

someone is crying they are automatically sad. Or when someones was laughing that meant they did not have 

single worry in this world. But now I understand that it is not really the case.  

There is eight billion people in the world and we are all different. Our looks, cultures and our actions are not 

all the same. So how could we possibly react in the same way tho show our emotions. That is why it is so 

hard to actually know what is going on in somebodys head. When it comes to laughing and crying we can 

usually read that as a sign of happines and sadness. But like I said we can not always count on that.  

We all sometimes burst into laughter. Usually it comes with a pure moment of joy, but not everytime. For 

example on of my relative was giggleing in her husbands funeral, even tho she was suffering from inside. It 

was her way to go trought in that awful situation. So not everyone be in tears even when they lost their loved 

one.  

Usually when something bad or traumatic happends we break down. But not all tears mean we are sad. 

Sometimes when we are feeling relieved or extremely happy we start to tearning up. For exemple when we 

hear good news after a long time of waiting. Couples who has problem’s with getting baby, might start 

sobbing after hearing that they are finally pregnant. Or when students graduate from school. You may see 

couble happy tears flowing from their eyes.  

We don’t show our emotion in the same way. People may cry and laugh but its sometimes hard to guess 

why. So its good to have great communication skills to help you understand other people better. NN 

 



Today I’m going to write about how crying and laughter reflect emotions. Laughing and crying are basic reactions of 

human beings. When something good or bad happens, a person experiences emotion. Emotions tell a lot about a 

person’s mood. Happiness and sadness are emotions and if you feel really happy or sad, you may laugh or cry.  

First, I will write about how laughter reflects emotions. You can laugh for lot of reasons. For example, if you feel that 

you have succeeded in something or if someone tells you a good joke. You can also laugh in many different ways, in 

different situations. You hear a good joke in recess from friend and you laugh loudly and smiling. But if you heard 

the same joke in class you wouldn’t laugh so loudly and smiled because you don’t want the teacher to notice it. I 

have also seen people laugh even when they have failed something. For instance, someone gets a bad grade on an 

exam and laughs about it. Maybe he is sad but just doesn’t want to show it to others. According to many studies, 

laughter reduces anger, anxiety, stress and depression. Laughter can also increase the pain threshold, improve lung 

function, reduce the risk of heart attack and lower blood glucose levels. So, it can be said that laughter is good for 

human well-being and mental health. 

Next, I'm going to write about how crying reflects emotions. Normally people cry when something bad or sad has 

happened but sometimes they can also cry because they are happy. So, they cry for happiness. If you hear bad 

news, for example that Argentina didn’t win the World Cup, you might cry because you are sad. But if you hear that 

Argentina won the World Cup, you might still cry, but then you cry for happiness. I have heard people say that men 

don’t cry because men are not allowed to show emotions and they must be masculine. I disagree with that. Because 

everyone should show their feelings. If you don’t express your feelings and you keep them inside you, it will 

gradually start to affect your mental health. It has been studied that women have fewer mental health problems 

than men. Maybe because women express their feelings better than men. I think we should all cry and laugh as 

much as we want.   NN 

 



Laughter and crying both are strong reactions which reflect many different emotions. At first someone would think 

that laughter is a positive reaction and crying is a negative one, but that’s not really the case. 

Usually, people are laughing when they’re happy and laughter is often a sign of happiness. But we know that people 

react differently in different situations. Sometimes we don’t know how to react in a difficult situation and some 

people laugh in situations that are stressful or difficult in some other way. For example, someone could laugh at the 

accident scene because they didn’t know what to do. Laughter is also different depending on the situation. When 

you’re in an uncomfortable situation, you may laugh awkwardly because you don’t know what to do or say. And 

when you’re joking with your friends and having a good time, you are almost peeing your pants because you’re 

laughing so hard, and that’s when people know you truly are feeling happy. 

When we see someone crying, we automatically think that there’s something wrong. We automatically think that 

people cry when they are sad but crying reflects numerous different reactions. Grief, anger, stress, anxiety et cetera. 

Also, happiness. Like laughter, crying is also different depending on the reason why people are crying. If someone’s 

at the funeral, they are most likely crying their eyes out. But when a new mother gets her baby in her arms for the 

first time, she’s crying happy tears and smiling at the same time. 

Sometimes, we can be laughing and crying at the same time, and that’s quite confusing. When you’re really happy, 

you can do both at the same time. And when something tragic happens to you, you can be laughing while crying 

because situation is so confusing for you. And sometimes people can feel so many emotions at the same time that 

they don’t know how to react and they just start crying and laughing. 

I think it’s quite wonderful that we are all so different, but our reactions are so similar. I think it’s pretty confusing 

how just one reaction can reflect so many emotions. We don’t even know for sure if someone’s happy or sad when 

they are crying or laughing. Or both at the same time.  NN 



Laughing and crying are completely different emotions compared to each other. Laughter is a common emotion 

that shows happiness. Happiness yields many benefits whenever humans laugh. Laughter is the best medicine for 

any type of problem. Laughter makes people happy, but laughter can also make people mournful. When laughter is 

used to target and make fun of another individual, it becomes a negative emotion. Crying is seemed as a sad and 

negative feeling or action. Humans for example cry because of empathy, emotional and physical pain and there’s 

also many more reasons to cry. Emotional tears make you feel more vulnerable, which could improve your 

relationships. Both these feelings crying and laughter communicates your emotions to other people. 

   These two feelings can also sometimes get mixed up. Crying can be caused by something happy, for example the 

birth of a child or winning a sports tournament. When people cry because they're sad, this makes them feel better. 

But when people cry because they're happy, that same neurotransmitter makes them feel that much happier. 

Shedding emotional tears releases oxytocin and endorphins. These chemicals make people feel good and may also 

ease emotional pain. 

  Laughter isn’t always a sign of joy it can be faking and hiding some other feeling. For example some people when 

they are about to cry they try to stop it and hide it behind their smile. The reason might be that they don’t want to 

be assumed as emotionally weak person. But actually crying and opening about your own thoughts is great because 

having to deal alone with things can lead to serious mental health problems. Once a wise man said that “People cry 

not because they are weak. It is because they have been strong for too long.”(Johnny Depp) 

What I'm trying to say is that you can’t always know how someone exactly feels by their emotional expressions. 

Behind a smile and laughter can be the most evil or depressing thoughts.  NN 

 



Laughter and crying are two quite common reactions, and their basic meaning is understood pretty much all around the world. The other one is associated 

with happiness and the other one with sadness, but is it really that obvious? 

I think that laughter is a reaction to strong temporary amusement rather than general happiness. If a friend told you a brilliant joke or an otherwise 

comical thing, it might make you laugh. When a vacation begins, no one usually laughs even though they are most likely feeling happy. However, happiness 

can make it easier to chuckle.  

It’s also good to remember that laughter can’t be taken as a sign of feeling overall fine because, for instance, a good joke can get anyone burst into 

laughter. Giggling all the time might express nervousness since it’s difficult to think of a more suitable reaction when there are multiple things on mind. 

Someone may fake a laugh to hide their disagreement about a conversation topic, for example. 

You would probably think of a sad and depressed person if I told you to imagine someone crying. Strong disappointment caused by failing something 

extremely important or sadness related to loss of a close person might make someone shed tears. Usually, the cause of the mental suffering needs to be 

quite significant to make a person cry. 

Crying is not only a reaction to negative things, but positive things like meeting a friend in a long time or accomplishing something remarkable can cause 

tears of joy. Therefore, I’d say that crying is a reaction to powerful emotions rather than just the negative ones. 

To make things even more complicated it’s possible to laugh and cry at the same time. When I laugh and cry at the same time, it usually means that I find 

something extremely comical. There are also situations where things have gone so bad that there’s nothing else to do than laugh and cry.  

The type of the laughter or crying gives often a hint about what kind of feeling is causing it, but different people tend show their feelings in different ways. 

Overall, laughter and crying express a great variety of emotions and without knowing the context it’s impossible to know for sure what these reactions 

truly mean.  NN 

 



Laughing is such a fun emotion. You laugh when you are messing around with some friends or alone at night watching your favorite 

comedy movie. There is so many places for laughing but not at a funeral. There you should do the opposite, cry if you need to. Crying 

is associated with grief and sadness, and I think it’s a very important emotion for us humans.  

Many people think that crying is something to be ashamed of and is considered weak. Of course, if you start to cry at school or 

generally in public, I understand that it can feel quite humiliating. But it’s nothing to be ashamed of. Sometimes emotions can take 

over and you really can’t control them and there is nothing weak with that. Everyone needs to cry sometimes and overall, it’s good 

for our mental wellbeing. 

Laughing can help reduce stress and help with depression and anxiety. Some other interesting medical benefits of laughing are that 

it can relieve physical tension in the body and relax the muscles up to 45 minutes. Laughing also increases heart rate and the amount 

of oxygen in your blood. So, is there any reason not to laugh? I don’t think so. 

Laughing and crying are so important for human connections. It brings us closer together and creates an important bond between 

friends, family and lovers. Having a good laugh with someone makes fun memories and creates a feeling of belonging together. Even 

giggling with a classmate can start a lifelong friendship because humor is what brings friends together. If friends cry with each other 

is guaranteed that the connection between them gets stronger. It can create a feeling that you can show any emotion without being 

judged. 

As we can all see, laughing and crying are so important and diverse emotions. Both offer so many great benefits, and life without 

laughing and crying would be so boring and numb. So always embrace your own laugh and cry when you need to. NN 



Feelings controls human behaviour and they are apart in a daily life. Feelings might give energy or drain it, 

someone feels emotions as a positive thing, but they might also be sometimes negative. For some people 

recognising the feelings of others is easier and they also can control emotions more easily than others. As a 

child emotions and ability to feel empathy develops when the child is in interaction with other human beings 

and even a small baby can recognise other humans feelings from their faces. Base for a child’s emotional life 

is having at least one loving relationship with an adult.  

Laughing and giggling is often response to feeling really happy and light-hearted. For example if someone 

makes a joke or something is hilarious, the reaction to it is usually that people bursts into laughter and 

smiles. Laughter can also be a reaction of being embarrased or nervous about something. This kind of 

laughter is called an incongruous emotion, which means feeling an emotion when the situation doesn’t call 

for it. And the reason that it happens is because it can be for many people a subconscious defense 

mechanism to cover up those uncomfortable feelings.  

Crying and bawling is usually response to sadness and being upset. And the kind of tears you cry when you 

are feeling down are called emotional tears which contains stress hormones, and it releases endorphins and 

oxytocin which helps relieve stress and pain from the body. But you might also cry, even if you are not feeling 

low-spirited or sad. For example if you are feeling very grateful for something in your life or feeling joyful, 

you might cry and those tears are called happy tears. People sheds tears and cries sometimes when they are 

happy, because the emotions becomes very intense so they feel over-whelmed and the emotions feels 

unmanageable. NN 

 



Crying and laughing are both common ways that people express emotions. 
Crying is often associated with sadness, grief, or other negative emotions, 
while laughing is often associated with happiness, joy, or other positive 
emotions. 

Crying can be a way for people to release pent-up emotions, such as when 
they have been holding back tears due to sadness or stress. Crying can also 
be a way for people to show vulnerability and seek support from others. 

Laughing, on the other hand, is often a way for people to express happiness, 
amusement, or other positive emotions. Laughter can be contagious and can 
bring people together, as it is often a social activity. Laughter can also be a 
way for people to cope with stress or difficult situations by finding humor in 
them. 

Both crying and laughing can be healthy ways for people to express their 
emotions and can be an important part of their emotional well-being. NN 
 



Laughter and crying are people`s reactions to different kinds of emotions. Crying is often kept as negative reaction to negative feelings and 

laughter is kept as positive reaction to positive feelings but it isn`t so black and white.  This is something I`ll be telling more in the coming 

chapters.  

      When someone is laughing their midriff contracts, respiratory system moves and  bursts of laughter comes out from their mouth.  

    Positive feelings and reactions to suprising situations are obviously expressed by laughing. People also laugh from sense of duty, when they 

are feeling anxiety and in awkward situations.  

     There are a lot of different types of laughter. Spontaneus laughter is triggered by stimuluses and postive emotional states. It is indepentend 

from our will. Laughter can also be intentionally created, without a special reason. For example without humour or having fun.  Social laughter 

is that kind of laughter. Some kind of physical contact or other stimulus from the outside can cause laughter. Such as the stimulus  can be 

tickling, making silly faces or body movements. Sometimes a person laughs because of a neurological disease or a psychiatric disorder. 

    There are also many different styles of laughter. Some people giggle and ohters cackle and so on... The style of laughter can also depend of 

the situation. For example, students laugh more quietly at school than at home and with strangers more restrained than with familiar people. 

   Many people laugh in the wrong situations at the wrong time. As odd as is it, a sad message can make you laugh or the news about getting 

fired can make you howl hysterically. Laughter often bursts out of the throat in difficult or scary situations. It is often a defence against overly 

strong emotions. That is why, for example, in a really scary situation mind tries to protect itself by laughing. 

    Crying is a natural way to release and express excitement, tension, frustration, mindbad, anger and stress. People often weep in difficult and 

emotionally charged situations such as divorce, loss or helplessness. It is also common that strong positive and negative situations make us cry. 

As if to protect and reassure the mind. Crying is mind`s way to relieve stress. Such as when someone has a child or gets married, they often feel 

like drowning into positive emotions, so crying is a way to release them. It is a natural way to restore emotional balance. Studies have shown 

that people who let themselves cry  recover faster from strong emotional experiences. 

All in all, as you see from the earlier chapters, laughter and crying are often caused by the same feelings. You can get both phsyical and mental 

benefits from laughter and crying. For example, laughter reduces muscle tension and increases serotonin levels. Serotonin is the “happiness 

hormone”. There is also saying that “laughter prolongs life” and I guess it isn`t a false claim. In turn, crying relieves stress and lowers blood 

pressure. NN 



You can laugh and cry by many different ways. Feelings of laughing and crying can mix with each other 

for example when you are happy you can cry or laugh with joy. When you are around your friends and 

have fun time with your friends you are usually laughing. If you are thinking something old memory 

which is fun you start chuckling or you and your friend are just looking each other in some quiet space 

and just start giggling. You can cry in many different ways too for example if someone who was close to 

you has passed away or you can cry for happiness. Crying and laughing also have health effects like 

they say that laughing prolongs life. Laughing combines rhythmic contractions of the diaphragm and 

other audible movements of the respiratory system. Laughing hilariously and for a long time has been 

found to lower the levels of cortisol and adrenaline in the blood, among other things. The positive 

effects of laughter on health have begun to be better understood. Crying is also a typical way for 

humans to release tension, bad mood and stress in connection with a strong emotional state. Crying 

often occurs in difficult situation, such as loss and helplessness, as well as in connection with a strong 

positive or negative emotional state. Among humans, usually crying is a reflection of a need for 

attention and closeness or a perceived lack of empathy in an emotionally difficult situation. The 

frequency and regularity of crying is influenced by, among other things, age, gender, personality, 

cultural, social situation, and hormones. If you are very stressed, humor can help a lot and sometimes 

it can be good to cry a little. Both laughing and crying are very important ways of express feelings for 

humans.  NN 

 



How we respond to the world around us makes up who we are as a person. The facial expressions we make 

tell other people our feelings and help us communicate with each other. Humans have different reactions to 

different emotions, and they are personal to everyone. There can also be the same reactions to different 

emotions. For example, crying can be associated with a sad or a happy event. Overall, normally you can tell 

from the moment if the person is happy or sad.  

 Crying is usually a sign of sadness or grief. Nevertheless, many people probably have had the urge to cry 

while something very happy or overwhelming is happening. Every person has their own experience of how 

easily they cry. Some people cry when they get angry, whereas others cry when they see someone else cry or 

they are feeling annoyed. Crying can also be a sign of trust. For example, if you cry on someone’s shoulder 

about your problems and tell them things that can be very personal to you, it is also a sign to them that you 

trust that person.  

 Laughter is another reaction that is normally only associated with one emotion, happiness. You wouldn’t 

normally connect laughter to feeling sad and depressed. Laughing can also be a response to feeling nervous 

or anxious. For example, you may start to giggle when you feel embarrassed to hide your embarrassment 

from others. Laughing with others is also a great way to connect and make new friends, because it’s an easy 

way of communication. 

 Another point is that facial expressions don’t always tell the whole truth about someone’s emotions and 

feelings. You can feel a lot of sadness and still look like you’re having fun. But the key to having good 

relationships with people close to you is to fully express and discuss your feelings with them. That is why you 

should always communicate and show your emotions to people around you. NN 



The emotions we associate with laughter and crying are happiness and sadness, but they can be associated with other 

emotions, for example you can cry from happiness. 

Let's first talk about laughter and everything it may mean there are many things that can be expressed through laughter. It 

may be joy and happiness, but you can laugh from anger as well or you can laugh to belittle someone's idea. 

Now let's talk about crying like I said at the start you may cry from happiness or sadness for example you may start to cry 

from winning a lottery for lots of money and you may cry from the loss of someone close to you. 

It is hard to say how laughter and crying truly reflects emotion because every person has their own way to show their 

emotions and some may even hide their emotions, but we can talk about how they mostly reflect emotions laughter reflect 

positive emotions but crying reflects negative and positive emotions such as sadness and happiness, but there are other 

emotions that can be related to laughter and crying that are for a more sinister cause for example someone may start crying 

from jealousy to some way affect the person they are jealous of.  

Reasons for laughter are many but laughter is not considered a way to truly show your happiness to others for example you 

wouldn’t start laughing from happiness when you receive a great gift  

Reasons for crying are many but crying is the strongest way to express sadness there is not many other ways to express 

sadness also the way you cry can reflect how sad your if you cry like a dying animal, it shows you are extremely sad but if 

you cry in complete silence, it’s not as sad or your hiding your true emotions could be either one but in the end emotions 

are too complicated to truly ever understand  

No one really know why we as humans have developed so complex emotions it is one of the greatest mysteries of the 

human evolution and many different reactions inside of your body may also change emotions 

So, in the end laughter and crying reflect many different emotions but it all depends on the situation, there is not much 

more to say. NN 



Laughing and crying are the foundation of people. They help you deal with other emotions. These two phenomena 

belong to life, and all people cry and laugh sometimes. The connection between crying and laughing is that neither 

one can be controlled. When you cry, you cry, and when you laugh, you laugh. Sometimes you start laughing and 

end up crying. Both phenomena make you feel good and relieved.  

Laughing shows joy and amusement. People usually laugh when they're in fun situations. It brings the surrounding 

people a sense of security. Laughing indicates that you are truly having fun. Laughing is usually triggered by a funny 

thing someone tells you. It could be a joke he told you, or maybe a funny story on the inside. There are people who 

cover up anxiety and excitement, among other things, by laughing.  

Laughing can also be bad. The strange or unusual behavior of others can cause other people to laugh. It's called 

malicious pleasure. It doesn't feel nice and makes you sad about someone who makes fun of you. The groups you 

spend time with can affect how you laugh. Usually, in a company closer to you, you feel that you can be completely 

yourself and that you can laugh more naturally. Then laughing can become very powerful. Strong laughter can cause 

tears to flow and make the stomach sore momentarily. There are also people who show their feelings in the same 

way with different groups.  

Crying is a way to deal with disappointment and to break the bad feeling it causes. Crying can be bad and sad or 

even good. A lot of people cry when they're sad. For example, anxiety, loneliness, or losing a loved one can cause 

feelings of grief. However, there are no right or wrong reasons for mourning and weeping. So crying can be a good 

phenomenon that marks happiness. I believe that almost everyone has sometimes cried for happiness. For example, 

there may have been a feeling of happiness in crying after a good sports performance, or even a desire for a puppy. 

Crying for happiness means not only happiness but also gratitude. NN 

 



Without laughter or crying life would be extremely boring. Imagine all the jokes when you can’t 

laugh or times when you are having a mental breakdown, but you can’t cry. They are very strong 

ways to express and show your emotions to other people. In my opinion it is important for people 

to let their real emotions show, so they can show how they really feel. So, it’s not always how it 

seems to us. We can’t know how someone else really feels if they can’t let their emotions show.  

Usually, laughter is a way to show joy and amusement feelings, but it can be also some 

embarrassment or hiding trauma from past. You can tell someone that something is hilarious with 

laughter and share memories with them. Laughing have many good health effects to mental 

health. Also crying is good for people, because then you can let everything out. Crying can be 

caused by happy or sad reason, but mostly it is caused by sad or sorrowful reason. 

 But the most important thing we need to remember is that emotions and showing them, might 

mean something else to other people. As kids we tried to get candy or toys from store by crying, 

so parents would buy us the things we wanted, but now when we are older, we cry because we 

are sad or frustrated. Meaning of crying or laughter can change while growing up. That’s why 

sometimes emotions can be misunderstood by others. For example, tears coming from 

someone’s eyes don’t automatically mean that they’re sad. NN 

 

 



Laughter and crying are both acceptable emotions. They show your emotions from the inside to the outside. I think 

everyone has laughed and cried at somepoint in their life. Somedays they both come unexpectedly and maybe even at the 

same time. Both feelings are very familiar to me.  

I’m a very emotional person. I laugh and cry almost everyday. I think it’s very important to do something that makes you 

laugh as many times in a row as you can. Simply it makes your life better. If you laugh your body gets a lot of dopamine 

which is a satisfaction hormone. I have noticed that laughing makes me generally happier. Also humans don’t seem to 

notice that laughing isn’t only a reaction of happiness. It can also be consequences of sad news and stressful situations. I 

think that everybody calls it “dark humour” when you laugh even when the subject is dolorous. Actually it might be just 

because you don’t know how to show your emotions or how to handle them. 

Crying is my way to handle emotions. I think very much every emotion comes out of me as a crying. When I watch a movie 

and somebody is graduating i feel very proud so I cry. When I listen to this finnish christmas song called “Hei mummo” I 

can’t help but cry. When i see a couple who are in love I cry. My parents yell me because my room is messy so i go to my 

room and cry. Anger, sadness, happiness and frustration all comes out of me as crying. I think that my friends and family 

know how emotional person I am. Usually I’m embarrassed when I cry and I don’t want people to see me. That is dumb 

because I would be more comfortable with people who has seen me crying. 

I’m pretty sure that laughing much is healthy for your mind. It makes you happier person. Crying too much is definitely not 

healthy. I can tell you from experience that crying everyday to some random reason is extremely fatigue. I don’t think I can 

do anything about it. Many people don’t seem to understand how hard it is to control emotions. Usually I can’t stop the 

tears falling down on my cheeks. 

Laughing and crying are both important ways to show emotions. It’s essential to know what you’re feeling in your own mind 

and body. Everyone are allowed to feel different ways but I think that it’s superior to learn how to control your feelings.  NN 



Normally or how ever you want to put it, usually laughter is seen as a sing of happiness and crying is seen as a sing 

of sadness. Laughter is an indicator for something thats funny, normally smiling is the more clear indicator when 

you are happy.  

You can also cry when you are happy. Pretty clear examples of this are  weddings, gratuations and when someone 

does or says something sweet and romantic for another person. I have a girlfriend... I know what a shocker and with 

that I've come to realize through the many lovely experiences we’ve been to together and done together, that 

crying can very well reflect happiness, but it’s dependant pretty heavily on the situation.  

There is a combination of the two which is called “laughingcrying” or something like that, but that is seen on the 

happy side. Because its very hard to laugh while you are sad. 

Now how each funktion physically reflect emotions. For starters the most obvious sing is tears while crying, but you 

can also tear up when you are happy. Then you have the facial expression. When laughin almost everyone has 

atleast a slight grin on their face while some people have a smile up to their ears. With Crying its pretty much the 

same thing but just a froun. 

Which emotion laughing expresses is also a bit dependant on the tone of the laugh. For example confusion can be 

picked up from a "suspecting laugh”. Bad intentions can be heard on a malicious laugh. With a scared laugh you also 

have to observe the persons behauviour otherwise its hard to spot.  

Stoicism the polar opposite of emotion. Stoicism is basically staying as calm as humanly possible and showing as 

little of emotions or no emotion at all. 

Anyway its just my opinion. Crying reflects sadness in most cases and laughing reflects happiness and then there are 

the combinations of the two which I'm not really sure what to say anything about. NN 



Laughter and crying are both expressions of emotion that are often used to communicate how we are 

feeling to others. Laughter is often associated with positive emotions such as happiness and joy. 

Laughter is thought to have several positive effects on both physical and mental health, including 

reducing stress and promoting feelings of well-being, while crying is often associated with negative 

emotions such as sadness and stress. Crying can be a way for people to cope with and express their 

emotions, and it can also serve as a signal to others that they need support and comfort. 

Laughter is a natural response to situations that are amusing or enjoyable. It can be triggered by jokes, 

funny stories, or simply by being in the company of others who are laughing. Laughter can also be a 

way of releasing tension or stress and can contribute to a sense of well-being. 

Crying, on the other hand, is a natural response to situations that are sad or emotionally 

overwhelming. It can be triggered by feelings of loss, disappointment, or stress. Crying can also be a 

way of releasing emotions and can help to alleviate feelings of sadness and disappointment. Crying can 

also be a way to release tension and cope with difficult emotions. 

In both cases, laughter and crying can be seen as ways of expressing and releasing emotions. They can 

be therapeutic and can help to regulate emotions and promote a sense of well-being. It's important to 

note that laughter and crying are not always a direct reflection of a person's emotions. People may 

laugh or cry for a variety of reasons for example as a way to cope with stress, or as a way to release 

tension. Both laughter and crying can be powerful ways of expressing and dealing with our emotions. 

NN 



Laughing and crying can be caused by many different emotions, and therefore can be used in many 

different occasions. Laughing and crying are crucial for relaying your emotions and feelings to others, 

but sometimes the true meaning of them can go over your head if you’re not good at reading people's 

expressions. 

 Usually, when we are happy, we tend to laugh, but laughter does not always indicate that we are 

happy. When someone is for example nervous or too kind to just be silent at a joke, they cover it up 

with a laugh. There is also a psychological trick involving laughing. The trick is to just smile or laugh for 

30–60 seconds when you’re feeling sad or tired and you should feel much happier and energetic.  

  Crying on the other hand is usually considered a sign of sadness. When we are sad, we feel the urge to 

cry. Crying can also be the reaction of an opposite emotion like happiness, for example watching the 

world cup you can see the players crying when they lose and crying when they win. The feeling of 

extreme happiness can make you cry.  

  Crying can also be used as a weapon by manipulators. When a manipulator has done something, and 

they get caught, they will cry in order to make them look like a victim of the act. This type of insincere 

crying is often referred as “crocodile tears”. Humans easily feel emphatic and sorry for the person 

crying, which is completely normal. In short, always think whether or not there really is a reason to cry. 

NN 

 



Laughter and crying, two such different but still somehow similar physical reactions and emotions. Both of them can be 
used to express different emotions, for example joy and grief. I believe that laughter and crying are the most common ways 
to reflect emotions. They are known all around the world and people know how to react to them, for example how to 
comfort a crying person. 

Being able to express emotions is an important skill that everyone should practice. If you can´t show or tell how you feel, 
your emotions may build up and then explode all in once. There may also be huge misunderstandings between you and 
other people if you can´t show your emotions well. In the society where we live crying hasn´t always been acceptable amog 
men. This isn´t showing as much as it was five years ago. Men had often been told to “man up” when they are crying. It´s 
said because some people thought that crying as a man would be a sign of weakness. After that many men are afraid to 
show their emotions, such as crying, because of the fear of being slighted. 

Have you ever been laughing until your ribs got tough? Or have you ever laughed through the tears? Looking at these 
examples you can see that laughter and crying are kinda similar reactions. There might be an incident and after the 
happening, may two people get the excact opposite reactions from what just happened. One of them may be crying, and 
one of them may be laughing. See, different people use different emotions to react to the same incident. 

Laughter isn´t always positive or healthy, as the same way as crying isn´t always negative or unhelthy. Laughter is known as 
the “happy” emotion, but imagine someone laughing behind you in a funeral or laughing when they are just walking down 
the street alone. In the other hand crying can be an amazing way to let out all of your stress and anxiety and it can be very, 
very reassuring. according to studies and research, crying can help reduce pain and promote a sense of well-being. 

Although crying and laughter are same but different, we can come to a conclusion. The conclusion in this case is that we 
need both of them in our everyday life and we should never be ashamed to use them in reflecting emotions. NN 

 



Crying and laughing is a part of everybody’s life, and I can guarantee that everybody has cried and 
laughed at least one time in their life, laughing and crying is two normal emotions that everybody 
experiences throughout their life. Laughing is funniest when you are surrounded by your friends and 
everybody is having great time and laughing, but when you are alone crying at home that isn’t so funny 
anymore. You can laugh and cry so many different ways, one example is when you giggle that is when 
you laugh quietly and repeatedly because you are nervous or embarrassed for something, or when you 
have a roar that is when you laugh very loudly, and when crying that isn’t always that you cry silent in 
your room you can for example burst out that is when you suddenly start crying out of nowhere, or 
when you start bawling out that means you cry very loudly and especially in a  way that annoys other 
people. Laughter and crying reflect emotions, I think is safe to say that laughing reflect emotions with 
positive impact and crying reflect emotions with negative impact because, who likes to cry? I think that 
everybody wants to be happy with friends and laugh, no one other hand wants to be miserable and 
cry, but this is just my opinion and somebody in somewhere in this world there might be one people 
who enjoys crying and being miserably but that might be just insanity. When you are laughing in a 
public place people watch you and go that you are having fun and are a nice person, but when you are 
crying in a public place people will look you and think that you are insane because you’re crying and 
looking sad, when people next to you is having fun and having a time of their life.  

 I think I am going to cry when I get the grade for this writing but until then I am going to keep laughing. 
I hope that you enjoy reading my writing and are going to give me good grade for this, bye Max.  NN 

 
 



Laughter  
We almost always connect laughter to being happy or something being funny or hilarious, but that’s not the case 
sometimes. Laughting can also be joyless for example when you are being tickled or even some kind of shock can 
also cause unintenional laughting altough it’s not funny at all.   
Laughter has a lot of good benefits: it releases endorphin also knows as “pleasure hormones” in human brain it also 
relieves stress hormones and immune system activates, but most importantly good chuckle always gets you to a 
good mood.  
It’s really weird that even though almost all humans laugh in a different way, everyone can recognized it to 
laughing, it’s almost a signal that everyone knows. But human laugh can be pretty unique compared to animal 
laughter. It can be used in different situations like when someone is being mocked or you just want to be polite in 
front of someone.   
There are lots of things to be happy about, so you just have to notice them.  
Crying  
you see someone crying, you almost always think that something terrible has happened, so you go to them, but 
when you ask what’s wrong. They smile at you and say that they got their dream job. You stare them few seconds 
and think They are not sad, but extremely happy. So you gongratulate them and went back doing what you were 
doing before.  
Crying helps you to let all your feelings out and it also helps you to feel more relaxed. It’s really good for you, 
because it releases endorphin and oxytocin, hormones that are in charge of humans feeling of well-being or 
pleasure. These hormones also help you with physical or mental burden.   
Crying is one way to communicate, It’s like you are saying that you need help or something is not right. It’s a way to 
get comfort and support from other people.   
You have to remember, that when you need to cry, cry. It just gets worse if you hold it.  NN 
 
 



 

Laughter and crying are often associated with only two emotions; joy and sadness. These are both 
just misunderstood ways of expressing feelings. It is important to know that they can reflect 
emotions in more than just one way.  
Laughter is most commonly seen as a reaction to something funny, but in reality it can indicate 
much more. For example, have you ever found yourself in a situation where everyone else is very 
serious or dead silent, meanwhile you are about to burst into laughter? It is relatively common to 
laugh in a situation that makes you nervous, or when you don’t really know how to behave. Yet 
the main cause of laughter is things that one views as funny or amusing. Studies have shown that 
people are more likely to laugh when with other people, since laughter truly is contagious. We 
unconsciously mirror the emotions of the surrounding people. Hearing someone cackle at a joke 
can cause a similar reaction in you, even if it was just a simple smile.  
 Crying is a natural way to respond to emotions such as sadness. It depends on the person in 
question, what triggers them to tears. Some are more sensitive than others. Someone might not 
shed a tear at the things that make you bawl your eyes out, yet it is safe to say we have all cried. 
There are various emotions that can cause such flood of tears. For example, sadness, anger, 
physical pain and frustration. Strong feelings of happiness can also be the cause of crying, even 
though it is less common.  
Understanding what causes people to laugh or cry helps you communicate and sympathize with 
the feelings of others. Because both crying and laughter can represent so many emotions, it is 
impossible to tell, what someone else is feeling, based on just their physical reaction.  NN 



Why laughter is contagious? I don’t know answer, but I know that laughter make days better. I love 
laugh with my friends because it’s makes me happy. If I have had bad week, it’s nice to go with my best 
friends and giggle so much that we can’t stop and our stomachs are hurt. One time I saw woman in the 
bus and she smiled and laughed, it made me smiling and my mood got better. If my friend starts 
smiling and laughing I start laughing too. 

Little babies can’t put feelings into words so they express feelings by crying or laugh. If baby is for 
example hungry or angry, he is crying and if baby is happy he’s laugh. 

People can cry tears of joy or tears of sorrow. When people is sad and crying life feel gloomy but 
fortunately life is never be dark or sad. Everybody have bad days. Somebody have more of these days 
and others less. The sunshine and good days can also fit into life. After crying mood is better so crying 
is worth it if you are sad. 

Often people are thinking that men don’t cry but it’s not true. In my opinion every man is crying 
sometimes, I’m sure about it. If people keeping their emotions inside, they can become aggressive for 
others and it is a bad thing. If you are crying it’s not mean that you are low. But have to remember that 
everyone is different and it is makes people unique. 

In my opinion laughing is important because it both bring to life happiness and relax whole body. In 
brief I’m laughing if I am happy and I’m crying if I am sad, scared or I get hurt. Of course I crying also 
when I cutting onion but it’s not relate to feelings. NN 

 



Laughing and crying are basic emotions and big part of our everyday lifes. We use laughing and crying to show how we are 
feeling, although they are not always how we really feel. Laughing usually points to happiness and crying to sadness but it 
isn´t always like that. 

We laugh when we see something funny like someone failing or doing somethings or something like that. Everyone of us 
has own type of humor and everyone got to remember that everybody doesn´t like the same jokes or has the same humor. 
Many of us just laugh sometimes to cover up other feelings, like for example, when we get bad grades some of just laughs 
but in reality, we aren´t happy at all about it. Some of us too can´t handle themselves and might laugh in some serious 
moments when they should be quiet and serious. Laughing in serious situations might be because we can´t accept if some 
bad happened or we are very nervous. Laughing is good for you as the old saying goes “laughing adds more years to your 
life” 

When we cry it usually shows that we are hurt physically or mentally by something like for example, someone close passes 
away but it doesn´t always mean that. Many of us show emotions when we are proud of someone or ourselves, some 
people even cry for happiness. For example, when Cristiano Ronaldo scored a goal, his mom was seen crying of the 
proudness in the stands. 

Some people, especially younger people cover up their feelings which isn´t good. People cover up their emotions because 
they think that it´s shameful or that they don´t want to worry anyone. Everyone should have someone you can open to and 
tell all your feelings, it´s important. Everyone should know that it´s always okay to show emotions. Sometimes is okay to just 
cry your eyes out even if you don´t have any reason but you just feel like it. Everyone has own coping mechanisms and 
everyone must respect that if it doesn´t bother anyones elses life, but always everyone must remember to keep company to 
others who aren´t feeling well.  

We can also laugh and cry at the same time. It happens when you laugh very much, maybe too much, your eyes start to get 
wet and there comes some tears too. NN 



Imagine this: Your friend just told the most hilarious joke you have ever heard. First starts the 
uncontrollable laughter straight from the gut. Then, out of nowhere, you feel those annoying little 
tears forming in the corners of your eyes. Before you can do anything to them, the droplets begin a 
joyful race down your face. Usually crying is a sign of sadness and laughter on the other hand, a clear 
sign of cheerfulness and happiness. When these two bodily reactions mix, it can feel weird. Why on 
Earth would you cry when you are happy, especially while laughing? We humans are dying to know 
why.   

Although laughing is most of the time a sign of joy, sometimes we humans have a habit of smiling and 
laughing when we are nervous, scared or when we’re in a situation we see as possibly dangerous. Even 
if the scientists aren’t 100 percent sure about it, but the theories that laughing in inappropriate or 
frightening situations represent a denial of fear are very popular.   
Crying is also a very versatile reaction as it can surprise anyone in any situation, not only when 
someone is feeling blue. Only a simple thing as listening to neutral or melancholic music can make a 
grown man shed tears. Even a happy happening like a proposal or a wedding may make someone cry 
their eyes out. Have you ever cried because you saw the most adorable cat video in the world? That is 
absolutely normal.   
All jokes aside, laughter and crying are some important reactions to us humans ever since we set a foot 
on the fresh ground of this world. At that time, they worked as defensive reflexes to protect the body 
surface from damage. These reflexes were crucial to survival and suppressing them safely is impossible. 
As the reflexes could be taken advance of, we have used mimic defensive actions for as long as we can 
remember.  NN 



 

Why laughter is a good thing? Is a phrase: “laughter prolongs life” true? Why can`t men cry? Is crying a bad thing 
and embarassing? 

Laughing express positive feelings and that`s why laughing link people together. Laughing is healthy and many 
people say that “laughter prolongs life”. The phrase has been scientifically studied. Hilarious and long laughter has 
been found to decrease the amount of cortisone and adrenaline in the blood. Laughter can be a sign of anxiety too. 
For example, if someone has found himself/herself in a distressing situation, first sign of anxiety can be a laughter. 
This nervous laughter can confuse some people because they don`t know it could be an anxiety. 

Something that can cause crying is for example death of a loved one, depression and mistakes. Crying is a way to 
deal with dissapointment and release bad feelings. Culture and society affect to crying too. For example people in 
rich countries may cry more because they live in a culture that allows it. People living in poorer countries don`t cry 
because of cultural norms. Many people resent the expressions of emotions. Some countries especially men can`t 
cry because of society. In these countries men have to be strong and crying is a sign of weakness. People can also 
cry because of happines. For instance your mum can shed a tear because she is so proud of you. 

All people have feelings- except psychopaths. Psychopaths doesn`t show any emotions. It`s sad but true that many 
serial killers are or were psychopaths. Because these people can`t recognize feelings they doesn`t have for example 
empathy and they can repeat their crime again. That`s why emotions are important. I think that without emotions 
life would be boring. 

In my opinion laughter and crying are both very important. Both emotions are extremes of each other. When you 
feel so good and you are happy, you just want to laugh. But when you are upset of something then you want to cry. 
For example, when you cry, also other people know that you are upset and when you laugh, others know that you 
are happy. NN 



Laughing and crying are both strong ways to express emotions. They are often considered the opposites of each 
other. Laughing and crying can occur in many types of situations and in many ways. Sometimes they can also occur 
at the same time. For example, someone can laugh so hard that tears come to his/her eyes. Usually, negative 
feelings cause crying and positive feelings on the other hand, cause laughter. At times, people don’t even need to 
express their emotions through crying or laughing, because frequently their moods are reflected by their being.  

So, laughter can occur in many types of situations. Laughter, giggling, smiling or chuckling typically happens when 

you are in a good mood. When, someone laughs they start smiling and their eyes narrow. Occasionally when 

somebody laughs, their laughter may rub off other people, or at least get them on a good mood.  

As well as a laughter so can crying to transpire in numerous types of situations. When a person weeps, tears flow 

out of his/her eyes, and his/her essence is low. Unlike laughter, weeping and sobbing, tend to occur when you are 

exhausted or just otherwise in a bad mood. There are also moments when someone cries because of happiness. 

Someone may cry with joy if his/her long-term dream comes true for example. However, it is still a lot more 

common to cry because of unhappiness than just because of joy. Besides laughter, also crying can be transmitted to 

other people. 

There are lots of good sides of each way to express emotions. The positive part of weeping is it helps you to make 

you feel better. After crying, you may feel somewhat lighter. People also deal with the feelings of sadness while 

weeping, and that´s also a great example of why sometimes crying is a good thing. The good part of cackling is that 

it can change other people´s moods from a negative to more positive. Laughing also makes you feel less stress or 

anxiety. But, however, at the end of the day laughing and crying are still both great ways to express emotions. NN 

 



Laughter and crying are not feelings. They are emotional reactions that come about in situations. People are different, so they may 

also react differently in situations.  

When you laugh, your mouth usually opens to a smile and your eyes squint and you´re making a rhythmic noise. Normally laughing 

manifests amusement or joy. When human sees, hears or feels something amusing or funny, he reacts with laughter. Physical 

contact, like tickling may cause laughter. When someone tells a funny joke, they laugh at it, because the joke brings a amusing 

thought and feeling. Laughing together brings a sense of belonging. Laughing, however, does not merely reflect joy and amusement. 

For example, when you get in that situation where you have to talk to someone about your difficult things, that discomfort of the 

situation can cause a little laugh on a person, even though the situation would not be amusing in any way. Also some sudden mental 

attack, like bad news, can cause laughter, even though in this situation, too the cause of laughing would not a bit be funny. 

 In these situations, someone else might react by cryng. So in the other words another one emotional react is crying. When you are 

crying, lacrimation comes out of eyes tear ducts and that human makes characteristic sounds and faces. Usually when people say 

someone´s crying, then it is thought that he cries because of somthing sad thing. As well as laughter related feelings, there are, 

however, many different feelings related crying too. When a closed person or pet dies, or when a human feels lonely, he cries for 

sadness. Severe pain causes crying accompanied only by a bad feeling caused by pain. When you are waiting for you to get 

something good, and then don´t get it, then you get dissapointed and you may start crying. Anger can also cause crying. It is because 

a person can experience many feelings at the same time. For example a comment from a partner can cause a feeling of anger, but 

feeling of sadness at the same time, and that´s why we start crying then. Uncomfortable feelings, stress and anxiety, might cause 

crying too. When these two feelings defuse, human might cry because of the facilitating feeling. Crying is not always a reaction of 

negative emotions. Crying can also be caused by a feeling great happiness. For example, when you get married or see someone for 

the first time after a long time, you may cry for happiness. A baby expresses his feelings by crying, for example hunger, thirst, cold, 

hot and pain. 

So there´s not always an explanation for crying and laughing and neither of these are not just a one feeling. They are emotional 

reactions for different situations. NN 

 



Do you remember the last time you laughed really hard, how did you feel afterwards? How about the last 

time you cried and let go of all the agony in you? 

Laughter and crying are ways that people react when things don’t go as planned. They help to handle 

different feelings in different situations. You can fake laughter and crying to another person but not to 

yourself. They are such honest and real ways to express emotions. And emotions are what makes us human.  

Laughter and crying develop in our brain. The frontal lobes or the front of the brain where laughter and 

crying are controlled are actually one of the last parts to develop in our brain.  

A person can’t always get what they want. Crying is a way of handling disappointment and it also helps 

release the bad feeling caused by it. Crying purifies. After bawling your eyes out, you feel mentally pure. 

Crying can be the outcome of a rush of emotions. But it isn’t always caused by a bad thing. You can also cry 

from being happy. 

It’s said that laughing makes you live longer. Laughter is a way of reacting to a surprising situation and 

expressing a positive emotional state. People laugh because of various reasons. When you’re tired or when 

you hear or see something hilarious for example.  

Both laughter and crying reflect on emotions in many ways, both good and bad. Expressing your emotions is 

very important. By doing so you alert the people surrounding you how you feel at that moment. So, often 

when you are happy, you might let out a giggle. And when you’re sad you may need to let it all out and cry. 

People search for others who make them happy and who they can share their laughter with but also are 

there for you when you feel the need to cry. Those people are beyond important. NN 



Many people may think that crying and laughter are emotions, but they are not. Laughter and crying 

are reflects of emotions, they are usually actions of emotions. Because joy, happiness and sadness are 

strong emotions people connect laughter and crying to them. Laughter and crying are most shown 

when people are feeling happy or sad. So if you are crying people will most likely think that you are sad 

even if you weren´t sad.  

Laughing is the most common way to react something funny for example. When you laugh it can mean 

many things and reflect different emotions. But when you laugh usually people assume that you are 

just happy, because laughter is almost always connected to being happy. When people are nervous or 

in awkward situation they will probably react to that with giggling. Others might think that they are 

giggling or laughing, because something is funny even tho there might not be anything funny.  

Crying is the most common way to react something sad like if someone you know dies or gets sick for 

example. And crying is usually connected of being sad. But crying doesn´t always mean that you are 

sad, it can also mean that you are happy. Like if you are laughing so much that you are crying. Between 

laughter and crying, crying is more “hidden” when showing emotions. People don´t sometimes show 

crying as much as laughter because some people might think that you are weak when you cry.  

Everyone´s emotions can be different and mean different things depending on how they are used to 

showing them. And if you see someone with few tears rolling down on their cheeks, for example, don´t 

automatically think that they must be crying. They might be happy and just laughing. Everyone is 

entitled to show theis emotions and entitled to cry and laugh without being afraid of being judged. NN 



The old man woke up. He looked around, but there was no one. He wore his glasses, took his walking stick in his hand and 

got up. 

He took a bath, changed clothes and walked towards the kitchen. He opened the cupboard and made a low sugar tea for 

himself. 

Following by his schedule, when he was about to go to garden his eyes scanned the calendar where the date of that day, 20 

November was marked with a red circle. He noticed it while walking towards to the door. 

He came out of his house, closed the door and walked towards the garden. There were many morning people around him in 

the garden. Some were walking, some were chatting, and some were eating at the stalls. He observed everyone and then 

took a few rounds of the garden and returned home. 

He read the newspaper and turned on the television. After watching the news, he turned it off. He walked into the kitchen 

and made lunch. He took his lunch and washed his plates. Then, he did laundry and took a nap. 

He woke up in the evening and walked towards to market, which was 2 km away. He and his stick both walked to save 

money. He returned home with vegetables. He entered the kitchen to make food. Unfortunately, the lighter couldn’t ignite 

the stove. The gas in the cylinder was finished. 

The old man failed to make his dinner. He entered his bedroom and looked towards the photograph of his late wife. He 

didn’t make a sound. A tear rolled out of his eye. 

Then, he opened the cupboard and took out an album. It was his marriage album. The old man checked each and every 

photo for long. He was enjoying the perks of memories. The man reached the last page where his marriage date was 

mentioned which was November 20. 

The old man put his hand on that date to feel something. Then, he ate half of the cupcake, which he bought from the 

market and smiled first time that day. NN 



When a human laughs, it usually could mean that they are happy. We laugh when we see or hear 

something comic or hilarious to us. Laughing can be also a reaction to physical contact, such as 

itchiness. Some substances can cause laughter as well. Feeling can sometimes take over and we may 

also laugh in situations where it wouldn’t be so good time to laugh, and it can be in a way rude. For 

example, at the funeral where you supposed to grieve or when someone tells us something miserable. 

Also, when we’re in class where we should be quiet. For somebody laughter can be way to escape bad 

feelings. For example, when someone is sad, they may just start laughing and try to forget the bad 

things. However, laughing is healthy in every way and keeps your mind refreshed.  

First thing what people usually think when they see a human crying is that they are sad, but when we 

cry it doesn’t always mean we’re depressed or melancholy. That crying human could be very happy 

instead and that’s why they are crying. Crying is usually held in some way to be a little negative thing, 

which may be due to the fact that a human often cries when they are sad or otherwise depressed. 

Tears help us to express grief, frustration or anxiety and all other negative feelings. Crying can also be a 

good thing because it relieves stress and tension. It is also important, for then we appreciate much 

more happiness, good moments and laughter. There are so many cases where a happy event causes us 

to react in a seemingly contradictory way. For example, when we get surprised positively or hear the 

good news we’ve been waiting for a while. Also, when somebody open up to us about how they feel. 

But crying is healthy and normal, as is laughter and all other emotional physical reactions.  NN 

 



When we laugh, we can be happy, excited, grateful or sad too! When we cry, we can be sad, upset or happy! When you cry, 

it doesn’t automatically mean you are sad, and the opposite. Laughing and crying are basic reactions of human beings. 

Those reactions start when things don’t go as expected. As babies born, they always cry first. So crying is very familiar 

emotional reaction for us all. That has been our first emotional reaction. Every person has feelings and emotions. Crying, 

smiling and laughing can tell us a lot about person’s mood. When things don’t go as planned, people can cry or laugh, that 

tells us how many different types people there are. For example, I’ve met boys who have got very poor exam grade and 

they just laugh it off, but in reality, they are very upset, that the test didn’t go well. Then I have met people (usually girls), 

who cry to their exam results although they’ve got very good grade. Maybe they expected better grade, but deep in their 

minds they knew that for example grade number 9 is very good grade, so feelings can be very mixed depends on the 

person. 

 Here’s second example: Back in 2019 I was watching an ice hockey game. It was Hockey world champion final match. There 

was Finland against Canada. Finland won that match and I saw Finland’s head coach Jukka Jalonen crying of happiness. 

From that moment I realised that you could cry of happiness too, because I had never seen that happening. Back in 2019 I 

saw a movie named Joker in cinema. The main character called “Joker” laughed to almost everything. But I understand him 

because he was mentally ill. But there can be people who just laugh a lot and that’s how they just are, and we can’t change 

it. 

 I read from some magazine that depressed people can still smile and laugh although they are really broken from inside. 

Men tend not to cry very much when they are sad. Trying to laugh over bad feelings can be bad for you because then you 

keep the sadness and bad feelings inside and don’t cry or tell someone about your worries. It has been researched that 

womankind don’t have as much mental problems as men. I think that’s partially because women cry a lot and sometimes 

take therapies. Men also commit more suicide and I think it’s partially because men keep their problems inside. I think we 

should cry and laugh as much as we want.   NN 

 



Laughter and crying are reflects of different emotions. Laughing and crying helps to process different kind of 

feelings, crying helps to process frustration and other emotions. Laughing is more positive reflection compared to 

crying, what is more of a sad reflection.  Both of these is totally normal to everyone, but still some people think that 

crying is for weak people, which isn´t true. 

Laughing comes from good feeling if you see or someone says something funny and you can also laugh if someone 

tickles you. Crying comes from sad feeling if someone close to you gets hurt or you lose someone important to you 

and you can also start crying if you hurt yourself for example hit your head something hard thing like a door or 

something. 

Both of these reflections to different emotions helps you to get over things. If you are sad, crying always helps you 

to get better feeling. Showing feelings helps other people see what you are feeling at that moment and it´s good 

because then they know how to act around you for example if you cry everyone knows that you´re sad and comes 

to support you and don´t start making jokes which does not fit the situation. 

Sometimes reflections to emotions doesn´t mean what it seems like, sometimes when someone is laughing it 

doesn´t always mean that they are happy it can also mean that they got mad about something but something funny 

happened at the same time so the laughing is temporary.  sometimes you can  misunderstand if someone is crying 

because it´s not always sad reaction to emotions, it can also be positive thing, for example if you win millions in 

lottery or some other very good things happen. 

Laughing is to me one of the best things i know because it makes me very happy and i laugh very much when i am 

with my friends. I don´t cry much but sometimes it just comes when something bad has happened.  NN 

 



Crying and laughing are both very normal reactions of human beings. Crying can happen when 

everything does not go as planned. Crying is a familiar emotional reaction for all of us. Every one of us 

has emotions and feelings. Feelings and emotions such as crying, laughing and anger can talk so much 

about someone’s moods. Emotions show how many kinds of people there are in the world. Referring 

to the views of the internet, crying is completely normal, and it can have many beneficial effects. We 

are talking about beneficial effects such as that it can help to relieve pain, it enhances mood, it 

improves vision and most importantly you can get support from others.  

      I have been in many situations, but one situation stands out. The situation is exams and exam 

grades. I have seen many males assumed laugh after a bad grade or after a bad report card. They often 

are boys who laugh in that situation. On the other hand, I have seen so many females assumed cry 

after bad grade or after a bad report card. Even though their grades were something like eight or eight 

and a minus, those are surprisingly good grades, and I would not complain about them. 

    I have experienced at least one moment in my life, when I laughed and cried at the same time. It was 

hilarious. Many years ago, I played soccer, and my team were in a tournament semifinal. We lost that 

match 1-0 in overtime. Their goal was offside, but the referee was blind. Of course, I cried because we 

did not make it to the finals, but on the other hand it was quite funny how the goal was counted and 

not declined. That is why I cried and laughed at the same time.    NN 

 



Crying and laughter are the ways people react when things don’t go as expected. They help to deal with 

emotions. Those are part of everyone’s life. Some people laught or cry every day, some every week and some 

even less often.  

Laughter and crying are the most of knowable feelings in the world. Mostly people laughing, when they are 

feeling happy, joy or somebody are told some good joke. Sometimes laughing can act as a kind of medicine, 

becouse studies show, that laughter reduces anger, anxiety, stress and depression. Laughter can also raise 

pain thresholds, improve lung function, reduce the risk of the heart attack and lower blood glucose levels.  

For me Laughing is very important thing, becouse laughing makes my and hopefully other people day so 

much better. Usually I laught, when my frieds tell me some good joke or some funny things. I think I also 

make some people laugh, becouse I'm the one of funniest person in our a group of friends.  

Crying releases stress hormones, which can be bad for you. Althought when asked, people often say that 

crying makes them feel good, scientific evidence suggests otherwise. Crying is not necessarily to good for 

you. In fact, the opposite is true.  

Usually people are crying, when they are sad or they have been saw some sad movie, but sometimes people 

are cying when they are very happy. For examle i cried about 9 years ago, becouse i was so happy when i got 

my first ATV for crishtmas present. I don’t cry a much in normal, becouse I have not reason to, but if 

someone close person dies like one of my friends, one of my family or my pet, then the crying might come in 

a sadly way. NN 



Laughter and crying are very common emotions. I would believe that almost every human being on this planet has 

experienced these particular emotions. 

Lauhgter and crying are both physical emotions. These emotions release endorphins and oxytosin. These very 

chemicals can make people feel good and help with physical and emotial pain. 

Laughter is an expression of joy. Laughter is usually shown when people find something funny or when they feel 

happy. For example when someone tells a funny joke people usually tend to laugh. Laughter is a huge stress-relief 

medicine. So when you’re stressed, you should laugh. 

Some people have a habit of laughing when they are nervous. They can start laughing in inapropriate situations. I 

have seen many times that people started laughing while having a presentation. 

Crying is usually shown when people feel sad. There are many other reasons why people cry. People cry to calm 

themselves for example from stressfull situations. Crying helps to relieve pain. That is why little kids cry when they 

fall off from a bike.  

Crying doesn’t always have to be emotional. Crying can happen for instance when you cut onions or have something 

in your eye. There is also something called basal tears. These tears coat your eyes all day so that they will stay 

hydrated.  

Sometimes you laugh and cry at the same time. Usually it happens when you’re crying of joy. You are just so happy 

that tears start flooding from your eyes down to your face. I have experienced this once when my little sister was 

born. I was so happy that tears started rolling down my eyes. You can also laugh and cry at the same time when a 

joke is so funny that you start laughing so hard, that your eyes start tearing up.  

Laughter and crying are very healthy and natural ways to express emotions.  NN 



Laughter and crying, two such different emotions. Well usually when you are happy, for example you are 

smiling and laughing. But you can also smile when you are crying, if you are for example crying because of 

happiness.  Let me tell you my opinion. 

Usually when you talk about crying first thing that pops in your mind would be that the person is feeling bad 

and having bad time in his life. It isn’t always like this. Crying can also be good, if something good is 

happening. For example you can cry, when you succeed something or if you get to new school and you have 

waited it for so long. 

Laughter, my favourite emotion. I love it when people are laughing, smiling and feeling good. If you are a 

sportsperson or you succeed in something, I promise you will feel laughter. It is the best feeling. Also life 

include failing, which is normal and a good thing sometimes. You can’t always win and sometimes you 

experience disappointments in your life. And it sometimes even leads to crying. 

Now let’s talk a little bit about babies. If a baby is crying it isn’t always a sign of he or she is feeling bad. Baby 

can cry for any reason. However, the most common reasons for this are maybe that the baby is hungry, 

distressed and tired. Babies cry also if something hurts. Imagine you are holding a baby on your hands and 

the baby falls. The baby is hurt and cries a lot I can promise. 

Laughing with friends is the best, but sometimes you also cry together. Some kind of jokes are so funny, that 

you laugh so much that your tummy hurts. Jokes are so funny, you can even get tears out of your eyes. Your 

friends and you laugh and spend the best time in your life and you don't want it to end. It is not always so 

perfect with your friends. Sometimes you are in a fight and you are feeling bad and crying. You have to solve 

the fight, because each of you want it. You don’t want to cry the rest of your life.  NN 



Laughter and crying are both ways of showing emotions. Usually, when people are happy and cheerful, they 

smile to show how they feel. Sometimes when you hear a funny story about someone else's life or when 

someone shows you a funny video of a dog skating or something like that, you might laugh. It is something 

you can and on the other hand cannot control,  when you can control your laughter, it's less likely to be such 

a strong emotion. But when you can't control your laughter, it could possibly mean that it's a very real and 

strong feeling.  

Crying is a typical way for people to release tension, frustration, anger and stress. Crying is not always 

because people are sad, you can also cry when you are happy, then your tears are called happy tears. 

Laughter is typical of people when they hear, see or feel something funny or amusing. Laughing can also be a 

reaction to physical touch, for example tickling. Shock may also cause involuntary laughter, even if there is 

nothing funny about the shock.  

In strong emotional states, laughter can mix with crying. Crying often happens in difficult situations, such as 

separation, loss and helplessness. Also happens in connection with a strong positive or negative emotional 

state. Laughing, especially in large crowds such as audiences, is very often contagious. One person's laughter 

often makes others laugh too. Laughing expresses acceptance and positive feelings.  

Many people become anxious or alarmed when they see a crying person. However, not everyone can hold 

back crying. There are also people who are unable or unwilling to cry, they may feel much more negative 

emotions than others do. Crying and laughing are not the only reactions that reflect emotions, but they are 

the most important and familiar ones. Remember to show your emotions!  NN 

 



Laughter and crying. Two reactions that reflect many very different emotions. I am sure you have 

experienced the feeling of bursting out into an unstoppable laughter or the feeling when you are about to 

break down in tears. You can express your emotions through these reactions. When you really start to think 

about it, there can be some things in these reactions that you haven´t even thought about.  

Laughter is a good medicine. It has many benefits for physical and mental health for example laughter 

relieves stress, improves mental well-being and prolongs your age. Studies have suggested that laughter 

protects you from depression and negative emotions, improves hearts health and relaxes muscles. Laughing 

with other people is amazing. You can get to know people better and emotions for other people may become 

more positive than they were. Laughter can also get out of hand and you may start laughing in wrong 

situations. It can be very difficult to control. Laughing is usually connected to positive emotions and positive 

things but laughing can also reflect emotions that aren´t that positive.  

The reaction that is often connected to sad or depressed emotions is crying. In bad situations it is more than 

okay to cry. Sometimes you feel much better after. If someone is yelling at you, you may feel attacked and 

burst out in tears. But crying isn´t all about negative emotions. Crying when you have achieved or done 

something you have worked really hard for, laughing in happy tears, sobbing when you see a cute animal or 

when someone does something nice for you... There are many situations where you might have tears.  

 As you can see, laughter and crying reflects many different emotions and some of the emotions you feel in 

these reactions are the same. No one is perfect and everyone are different so no one feels exactly the same 

in same situations. You don´t have to feel weak when crying or awkward when you laugh.  NN 

 



Every person has feelings and emotions. When we are happy or find something fun, we start laughing. 

As for we are sad or upset about something we might cry. Crying and laughing can tell a lot of things 

about a person. I have found myself and someone else laughing to the point of tears. Usually, it’s hard 

to keep our emotions away. When things don’t go as planned, our sensibilities can make us cry. As for 

if something goes as planned, we are happy. 

Crying is not always sad occurrence, because you can weep with joy. When my little brother got a new 

iphone he started crying. That was a good example of strong feelings which surprised all of us. It takes 

a lot of courage to show our strongest emotions, because often people think that it’s embarrassing. We 

need to remember that concealing our emotions often worsens the situation. People react differently 

to crying. Most frequently we comfort the sniveller and tell him that everything is going to be alright. 

As children we show our feelings easily and freely, we shouldn´t forget that when we grow, but we 

learn to control our emotions. In my opinion crying is good and natural way to convey emotions.  

Laughing is allover much more comfortable than crying. I relax when I hang out with my friends. 

Laughing is freeing, relaxing and reduces stress. Sparkling humor and laughing make me feel good in 

life.  I have a recent example when I watched FIFA world cup final. The whole game was a rollercoaster 

of feelings for me. My favorite team won but before that I went trough the larges scale of feelings 

ending with joy and relief. All of that was even a bit exhausting because I was with the game with all of 

my heart! NN 

 



Laughter and crying are both emotions that are part of everyone’s life. With laughing or crying you can tell 

other people how you feel. But sometimes emotions can be misinterpreted. For example, crying doesn’t always 

mean you’re sad. Even if you are happy, you may cry for happiness. For instance, when you have reached your 

dream after a lot of work. Your feelings affect whether you cry or laugh. Laughing is typical of a person when 

you see, hear or feel something you find funny or amusing. When something sad is happening and you feel sad 

you might cry. Depends on the individual for which things to react in what way. Some people laugh and cry at 

different things. There is also a difference in how people laugh and cry. Everyone has their own unique way of 

laughing and crying 

Crying may happen even if you are not sad. Especially, when you fall or in any way hurt yourself, pain can cause 

crying. Crying might happen suddenly. For example, pain can cause crying unexpectedly. Crying has been said 

to be healthy and it has proven health effects. Crying reduces stress, it helps you over the pain, improves mood, 

improves relationships and improves vision. I’ve noticed these effects myself. One time I fell and hurt my leg, 

and it made me feel a lot of pain. Crying helped me get over the pain. 

Laughing has a lot in common with crying. Like crying, laughing can happen suddenly. When something funny 

happens unexpectedly, you might start laughing inevitably. Laughing also has health effects, like crying. Studies 

show that laughter reduces anger, anxiety, stress and depression. In addition, laughing improves your mood 

and increases the pain threshold. But laughing also has a few side effects. Laughing can cause dizziness, 

headaches, in the worst case even a rupture of the heart and trachea. For a fact nine people in the world have 

died of laughter. NN 

 



Have you ever thought that feelings are useless and perhaps thought that life would be so much easier without them? 

However being emotionless would not be better because almost all our daily decisions are from basis of our feelings. It is 

very hard to imagine life without any feelings. Maybe all of us could be psychopaths or perhaps all people would have died 

already because of unconscious hunger,who knows. 

People have a lot of emotions and is the only animal in the world that is able to empathetic thinking. An animal like such as 

a wolf is able to eat dog and then owner without feeling anything but person´s self-esteem can make him feel bad about 

earlier said things. From the numerous feelings of human joy and sadness are the most common. Our bodies shows joy 

when we are laughing. Even tears can drop when a person laughts too much. In turn our bodies shows sadness by crying 

In addition to happiness and sadness, crying can be seen as a different feeling, such as when a person is very angry. Lets 

pretend that your partner has cheated to you and you get so angry that your eyes start to bleed. Grief, intense pain and 

anxiety are the most common causes of crying. Crying is the first reaction of newborn. It is very unfortunate thing still that 

someones thinks that men who cry and shows their emotions are less masculine. This tabu is not good for mental health 

because by showing your feelings often makes things easier to deal with. 

Whats better than laughing so much that you are no longer able to breathe? Laughing communicates acceptance and 

positive interaction with others. People are more comfortable with you when you can laugh because laughing signals a 

positive and easy-going attitude. After all there is unfortunately black sides to even laughing. Laughing to somebody and 

making fun of somebody is one way to bully. Even when you laugh at wrong time can hurt deeply someone. 

Feelings are complicated but wonderful things that make life possible and you should never hide them but some feelings 

are worth learning to control, such as anger. For example you can accidentally say something that you will regret and what’s 

gonna affects future interactions with the same persons. For some controlling anger may seem impossible leading to 

aggressive behavior or even to violence. People who are not able to control their anger should immediately get help.  NN 

 



Laughter is not an emotion by itself but it can reflect many emotions. Usually laughing is connected to happiness and 
enjoyment and I don`t wonder why. Have you ever not laughed when you were happy? That´s what I thought. But people 
also tend to laugh when some situation gets awkward. They think that it´s going to save the situation, but usually it just gets 
worse. The other people can see when your laughter is awkward and not real. Have you ever wondered why you don´t 
laugh when you tickle yourself but you burst into laughter when someone else tickles you? Let me tell you why. In that case 
laughter is a panic response. 

Laughter and crying are definitely close to each other. Sometimes these two can intermingle. When you laugh hard tears 
starts coming down your cheeks, are you then laughing or crying? Also when you are very happy and you can´t put it into a 
words you usually start crying. So crying can express happiness, but why is it almost always connected to sadness? 

When you are upset and something is bothering you people usually say that you should cry because it helps. And I really 
don´t know why but when you are sad, crying helps for sure. If you are sad and frustrated you can try not to cry but 
sometimes you can´t help it. Some people express their anger by screaming and throwing things but there are also people 
that starts crying when they´re angry. Now I can confirm that crying can denote many emotions and feelings. 

There are also people that don´t know how to show or express their own emotions and then it usually comes out as crying. 
And I can swear you know atleast one person who laughs in very wrong situations. I really don´t know why some people do 
it, but they can´t help it.   NN 

 


